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ABSTRACT 
This work consists of exercises for developing linguistic awareness and is aimed at teachers 
of Indonesian as a foreign language, although it may also be useful for advanced learners. The 
main aim was to offer some ways of understanding which could foster an investigative 
approach to learning and teaching Indonesian grammar. The strategy is to engage the reader 
with the language issues via experience (Exercises) and then to theoretical frameworks and/or 
theories of action (Commentary). The contents and written style are aimed at the presumed 
audience. There are three main sections - Introduction, Exercises, Commentary and Answer 
Key. The assumptions underlying the design of the materials are explained in the 
Introduction, and where possible justified with reference to applied linguistics theory and 
research. The Exercises focus on areas of difficulty for English-speaking learners of 
Indonesian, mainly aspects of syntax and semantics, and to a slighter extent, pragmatics. 
There is one section on intonation in discourse, but in general Indonesian phonology is not 
discussed. There is no separate section on Genre or Register, although considerations of genre 
apply to some exercises. Regional varieties of Indonesian are not discussed. The Commentary 
provides an Answer Key for those exercises with a correct answer, and opinions and 
comments for more complex and ambiguous cases. 
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This work is original, except where acknowledged in the text. Some of the exercises herein 
are based on the learning tasks which I designed in 1995 for EAL 520 Grammar and 
Discourse. The remainder of the exercises, along with the Introduction and 
Commentary/Answer Key, were written specially for this work. 
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Introduction 
These exercises should be of most interest to teachers, although self-directed advanced 
learners of Indonesian may also find them useful. They are designed for English-speaking 
background (ESB) learners of Bahasa Indonesia (BI) with a post-intermediate level of 
language proficiency. The aim is to enhance linguistic awareness of Bahasa Indonesia of a 
sort which it is assumed would be of benefit in structuring language learning 

The objectives are to assist the reader to 
• explore some of the trouble spots of Indonesian grammar & discourse 
• obtain some fresh insights into how Indonesian forms realise functions 
• reflect on implications of these insights for effective language learning and teaching 

Rationale for the approach. 
• Language is a resource for making meaning, which consists of systems of choices. 
• Language choices are conditioned and constrained by the social situation and cultural 

context in which communication occurs 
• Mastery of a language involves learning the options for realising meaning which exist 

in that language. 
• Different languages uses different grammatical resources to realise comparable 

communicative purposes. 
• Language learners may fail to fully appreciate the linguistic options of L2 because 

they are blinkered by Li options which seem logical, natural and exhaustive. 
• Living in the L2 cultural context may help tear LI blinkers off. Explicitly 

formulating key differences in how LI and L2 realise meanings may be an alternative 

Language as a resource for making meaning 

Language consists of systems of grammatical choices. Depending on the meaning we wish to 
realise we must make choices within this system. The meaning we wish to convey will be 
related to our social purpose. Consider the mood system in English. Choices among this 
system allow us to phrase requests variously. When we are certain of our role right to demand 
compliance we can choose to phrase the request as a command. "Shut the door!", an 
aggravated command "Shut the bloody door" or a mitigated request "Please shut the door!" 
When we are less certain or our role right to demand compliance, or to the extent that we wish 
to be polite, we allow greater latitude for the listener to refuse the request, by phrasing it as a 
question rather than as an imperative and by using modal verbs to increase degrees of 
uncertainty about ability, possibility or volition - "Can you shut the door, please? Could you 
shut the door please? Would you mind shutting the door, please?" 
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Language occurs in a social and cultural context 

The range of social purposes which are likely to occur and acceptable ways of achieving them 
will vary between cultures, of course. There is a symbiotic relationship between language and 
culture as language is both produced within a cultural context and helps to create/maintain 
that context. Therefore, obviously, options within the language system will reflect the cultural 
context in which it occurs. Given the cultural distance between societies which speak 
Indonesian languages and English-speaking societies it is natural to expect differences in the 
structure of expectations which affect language production. 

LI may help or hinder in learning L2 

There is controversy about whether explicit linguistic description helps learners develop 
second language proficiency. We should bear in mind that although there is more support for 
some ideas about Second Language Acquisition (SLA) than for others 

"SLA theory and research has not yet provided a clear, accurate and uncontentious account of 
how learners develop knowledge of L2 from available input and how they use this in 
communication" (Ellis 1994:38). 

One argument is that "humans acquire language in only one way - that is by understanding 
messages or receiving comprehensible input. Conscious learning is used only as a monitor or 
editor". (Krashen's Input Hypothesis, cited in Ellis 1984) A related theme in interlanguage 
theory is that of hypothesis testing - on the basis of assumptions transferred from Li learners 
form hypotheses about L2 from input, then set about testing these - confirming them by 
positive evidence and discarding them on the basis of contradictory evidence. 

This is where the argument arises that learners are unable to discover all the rules of the target 
language merely by exposure to comprehensible input because that input does not supply all 
the information they need, so they must therefore draw on other sources of linguistic 
knowledge. Knowledge of the first language (LI) is the most obvious resource. Another 
resource, if it exists, is Universal Grammar (UG) - the universal language-specific knowledge 
which Chomsky claims is innate to humans. 

Universal Grammar is held to consist of the universal limits on variation in linguistic 
principles. That is although there may be different rules in different languages there is a finite 
set of language conditions for there to be rules about. A parameter represents a general 
linguistic rule or condition which may vary between languages. For example, the pro-drop 
parameter determines whether or not the subject may be deleted in an declarative sentence. It 
may in Italian and Spanish, but not English, French and German. Although the rule varies 
between languages the matter whether a subject must be present in a declarative clause is rule-
bound in all 
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Some writers (c/f Cook 1993, Pinker1994) claim that SLA is a process whereby the learner 
discovers which parameter settings are different between the first language and the second 
language. For example a speaker of Italian would need to reset the pro-drop parameter from 
"may delete subject" to "must express subject" in sentences like Can you speak Italian?! Par/a 
Italiano? 

Cook (1993) argues that language teachers need to be aware of this kind of syntactic data to 
inform their teaching. In other words, if teachers are aware of the differences in parameter 
settings between LI and L2 (for example English and Indonesian) they should be better able 
to 

• anticipate difficulties learners will have 
• identify errors caused by applying Li parameter settings to L2 
• supply useful corrective feedback 
• provide clear explanations 

However, not everyone agrees that explicit grammatical explanations assist SLA. If 
instruction is conducted exclusively in the target language then sophisticated explanations will 
not be possible anyway at beginning to intermediate stages of SLA. Stern (1992) argues that it 
may be time to reconsider the use of a cross-lingual strategy in foreign language teaching 
(FLT). He examines three contrasts in terms of instructional options a) intra-lingual /cross-
lingual b) explicit/implicit c) analytical/experimental. The merits of incorporating explicit 
contrasting analyses into teaching practice depends on what assumptions are made about 
SLA. Given that there is no certain evidence about which instructional techniques are the 
most effective for given language learning conditions, surely a pedagogic compromise 
between an intra-lingual and a cross-lingual strategy deserves at least the benefit of the doubt? 

A further reason for considering an explicit, analytical, cross-lingual approach relates to the 
issue of how learners can be helped to appreciate the way in which cultural expectations 
frame discourse. As Tannen (1993) remarks, the notion of frame (meaning structures of 
expectation) underpins a new wave of theories across many of the social sciences, including 
linguistics. We do not operate in the social or physical world by treating each event as a novel 
instance, but by connecting an event with prior events. This includes communicative events. 
The expectations we have about events are learnt in the course of our socialisation as member 
of a culture. These expectations not only make it possible for us to interpret communicative 
events (including their social context) but also shape out perceptions to conform to the social 
reality and event-structure predicted by those expectations. Therefore to master another 
language requires understanding how communicative events are framed by conventions of 
interpretation generated by social values, beliefs and norms. 
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But how can learners be made aware of these conventions of interpretation apply to 
grammatical choices? If the teaching approach is exclusively implicit, experimental and intra-
lingual the obvious limitations are 

poverty of stimulus (In a classroom situation, can the students be exposed to enough 
authentic communication in cultural context to induce the structures of expectation without 
any explicit explanations?) 

linguistic immaturity in L2 versus the "need to know" (Can explanations of how cultural 
frames of reference be delayed until learners are sufficiently advanced to understand the 
explanation in L2?) 

Stern (1992) argues persuasively that cross-lingual techniques, especially those that confront 
and compare L2 and Li, help the learner identify and perceive the differences between the 
culturally-conditioned structures of expectation which frame language production in Li and in 
L2, and this is deemed helpful in learning how to communicate in a cultural ly-appropriate 
way in L2 without sacrificing the Li cultural integrity. 

With the spread of Communicative Language Teaching (c/f Larsen-Freeman for an overview 
of approaches to FLT) cross-lingual, explicit and analytical approaches went out of fashion. 
Communicative approaches generally favour exclusive use of the target language (L2), 
minimal or no grammatical explanations and acquisition of communicative competence 
largely through experiments in communication on the part of the learner. It is important to 
remember that fashions come and go in foreign language teaching. The trend setters have their 
own personal and ideological agendas. Many voices raised in this debate come from the TEFL 
contingent. Typically EFL teachers in their own country do not face monolingual learner 
groups. Native-speakers teaching English abroad are not always bilingual, or even fluent, in 
the language of their host country. In such teaching situations the teacher's lack of 
communicative competence in L2 will naturally favour an intra-lingual strategy, whatever the 
merits of a mixed approach. 

The situation of an ESB teacher of Indonesian in an Australian classroom is somewhat 
different to that of an EFL teacher. Each teacher of BI should feel free to decide on a personal 
approach to teaching grammar: implicit or explicit, intra-lingual or cross-lingual, experimental 
or analytical. This should not be done in a vacuum but specifically in relation to the context 
and level in which they teach. There is no logical reason why an implicit, experimental, intra-
lingual approach to developing language skills cannot be combined with an explicit, 
analytical, cross-lingual approach to achieving other learning goals, such as grammatical 
knowledge, learner training or cultural awareness goals. There is no need to be a FLT fashion 
victim! 

A further justification for selectively incorporating explicit, analytical, cross-lingual 
approaches in the FLT classroom comes from ideas and investigations into the behaviour and 
characteristics of successful language learners. In interviewing outstanding language learners 
Stevick (1989) found no unequivocal support for any theory of SLA (although there was 
vindication for many concepts in the field). What he did find was that there seemed to be as 
many ways of learning as learners and while a very deliberate, analytical approach worked 
well for one learner, an intuitive and imitative strategy worked just as well for another. It does 
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seem clear, however, that good learners are prepared at some stage, and in their own way, 
attend to form as well as meaning. Even if it cannot be proven to be useful to all learners, 
there seems to be no harm in attempting to develop learners' explicit awareness of the nature 
of the language learning task, and it could be very useful if proponents of learner training are 
right. 

Below are some interesting questions about SLA for a teacher or an advanced learner of 
Indonesian. The reader is invited to consider these before grappling with the exercises, then 
reconsider them in the light of any insights developed in the course of doing the exercises 

• Can learners of Indonesian benefit from explicit grammatical explanations? If so, in 
what terms should these be given? At what levels of classroom instruction (primary 
school, high school, adult education)? At what stages? (all - beginning through to 
advanced, or only at post-intermediate stages in SLA?) 

• Would it be better for learners to discover patterns and rules for themselves, without 
any explanations of rules? Should teachers only draw on linguistic descriptions of 
Indonesian to anticipate learners' difficulties, to select texts which comprise sufficient 
and suitable "comprehensible input", to design learning activities, to phrase 
corrections and feedback? 

• Where does cultural awareness training come in to all this? Incidentally? Integrated 
with the teaching of particular functions and their linguistic exponents? 

The exercises which follow focus on some important "trouble spots" of Indonesian grammar 
and discourse, which commonly cause difficulty for learners. The learning is task-based and 
trouble spots or grammar focus points are dealt with through a process of active 
experimentation. There is a Commentary and Answer Key which attempts to explain develop 
key concepts relevant to the exercises. Obviously it is quite beyond the scope of this 
endeavour to provide a complete review of every aspect of Indonesian grammar and 
discourse, and no attempt is made to provide definitive answers to every difficulty. In many 
cases the data which could furnish answers has not yet been collected and published. 
Furthermore the aim is NOT to foster dependence on received authority but rather to promote 
an investigative approach to Indonesian grammar. 
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EXERCISES 
SECTION 1 

WHAT IS GRAMMAR?: DEFINING TERMS 

In order to discuss with aspects of Indonesian grammar and discourse which may be "trouble 
spots" for ESB learners it is necessary to start by defining the terms which will be used. Use 
the exercises which follow to test your understanding of concepts and terminology used in 
talking about grammar and the teaching of grammar. 

EXERCISE 1.1 

"Grammar" and Grammars 

What is grammar? 

What is discourse? 

What isatext? 

What does the term Traditional Grammar refer to? 

Explain the difference between a descriptive approach to grammar and a prescriptive 
approach 

What is the difference between a Formal approach to grammar vs a Functional approach? 

What is a Reference Grammar? 

What is a Pedagogic (or Teaching) Grammar? 

Compare Tala Bahasa with Sneddon's (1996) Reference Grammar of Indonesian. 
Consider for each whether it takes a descriptive or prescriptive, formal or functional, intra-
lingual or cross-lingual approach to describing BI grammar. Which is more useful to the 
ESB learner of BI in your opinion? 
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EXERCISE 1.2 

1. Grammatical terminology 

Here is a list of grammatical terms. Tick the one you could confidently use and understand 
• parts of speech - noun, verb, adjective, adverb, conjunction, preposition, pronoun, 

participle, gerund, definite/indefinite article, relative pronoun, partitive 
• mood, voice, active, passive, conditional, interrogative, imperative, declarative, tense, 

aspect, govern, qualify, modify, inflect, subject, object, predicate, participant, process, 
topic, comment, deixis, anaphora 

• pragmatics, syntax, semantics, phonology, morphology, prosody, stress, key, tone, 
juncture, lexicon, lexical item, lexicogrammar, mood system 

• prefix, suffix, morpheme, head word, phrase, nominal group, sentence, clause, relative 
clause, main clause, subordinate clause 

• verbs - transitive/intransitive; finite/non-finite, auxiliary, modal 

Define the following terms - sentence, transitive verb, finite verb, subject, participant 
quantifier, passive voice, object focus construction, mood 

What is the difference between a phrase and a clause? 

What is a relative clause? 

What is the head word in the noun phrase which is the direct object of "brushed" in "The 
boys who brushed the hair of the ladies of the harem of the court of King Caractacus were 
just passing by"? 

2 Which of the grammatical terms listed above would a professional language teacher need 
to know? 

3 Which terms do learners need to know? 

Give the Indonesian equivalents of these terms - third person plural pronoun, sentence, 
verb, noun, adjective, prefix, suffix 

Do any of these terms intimidate you? If so think about why, and whether they represent 
gaps in your knowledge about grammar. This may be especially relevant if your schooling 
was in the era when grammar teaching became unpopular 

What do you believe about learning grammar? Do you assume that learners can master a 
language without ever dealing with grammar explicitly? What do you think is the best way 
to master Indonesian grammar? 

Ellis and Sinclair (1989) say that grammar needs to be demystified for learners. They 
divide grammar into facts, patterns and choices. If you are not already familiar with these 
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terms, predict what they mean , then compare your guesses with the answers in the 
COMMENTARY 

8 Decide for each of the following whether it is an error of fact, pattern or choice? Are all 
these equally serious? Explain? 
• Hadiah mi saya akan sampaikan kepada I/e 
• Because already tired, I slept first then I ate 
• Igo Japan holiday 
• Dia lari begitu cepat *s,,paya  sulit un/uk mernotrelnya (with the intended meaning of 

"she ran so fast that it was difficult to photograph her") 
• Apa kanni sudahpernah ke Bali? (to an elderly lady you have just met) 
• Cuek 'aja deh! (in the context of a professional or business meeting) 

SECTION 2. 

THE INDONESIAN LEXICON: BUILDING A VOCABULARY 

Every language has a lexicon. To learn Indonesian the learner must master its vocabulary. But 
what is involved in learning BI vocabulary? Do Indonesian words stand in a one-to-one 
correspondence with English words and map the same concepts? Does learning BI mean 
learning a new set of words for the same set of concepts or does it mean entering into a 
different conceptual system? These are the questions the following exercises are designed to 
explore. 

EXERCISE 2.1 
Estimates have been made of the amount of instruction time needed by an ESB learner to 
reach a minimum level of communicative competence in various languages. Languages 
cognate with English (like German, French, Italian) are supposed to require at least 720 
hours of instruction . North Asian languages present greater difficulties and are supposed 
to require up to 2400 hours, whereas Indonesian is judged to be of intermediate difficulty 
requiring 720-1300 hours. We can compare the learning challenges presented by various 
languages by analysing the degree of difficulty in mastering language sub-systems, as 
shown on the chart below. Fill this in for Indonesian, based on your experience of learning 
BI. Repeat the exercise for any other languages you have learnt 

Define 

low moderate high very high 
Features 

Phonology  

Intonation  

Grammar 
Vocabulary  

Spelling  
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This exercise should have revealed that vocabulary building is a major challenge in learning 
Bahasa Indonesia. (see Answer Key and Commentary) This raises some interesting questions 
about word knowledge and vocabulary learning 

• What is involved in learning BI vocabulary? What are the targets? 
• What does it mean to "know" a word? 
• How many words do you need to "know" for communicative competence at the level 

of proficiency you are aiming for? 
• How does vocabulary learning tie in with the study of other aspects of Indonesian 

grammar (particularly morphology)? 

EXERCISE 2.2 

What are the vocabulary learning targets for Indonesian? 

I.. Compare the Inggris- Indonesia section of your bilingual dictionary with the Indonesia-
Inggris section. What do you notice? 

How many words are there in the English language (ie. entries in the Oxford or Macquarie 
Dictionary?) 

How many words in Indonesian/entries in Kamus Besar? 

How big is the active vocabulary of an educated native-speaker of English 

How big is the passive vocabulary of an educated native-speaker of English? 

How many words in your active vocabulary? Passive vocabulary? 

What size vocabulary do you think is needed for a minimal level of communicative 
competence in Bahasa Indonesia? 
How many words do you imagine there are in the vocabulary of an educated native-
speaker of B!? 
What proportion of a BI native-speaker's vocabulary do you think a fluent English 
speaker might realistically need to command? 20%.60% 75%, 90%? 

Can you estimate how many words in your BI vocabulary? (Hint: one estimate might be 
obtained by counting items on vocabulary lists in the course books you used as a student 
then adding some discretionary figure for incidental learning) 

What is your target BI vocabulary size? To reach it within a year how many new words 
would you need to learn per week? 

Look at any textbook you will/might use at the level you will teach. How many words are 
students expected to learn per week? per term/semester ? per year? Total size of 
vocabulary at the end of that course book? 
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EXERCISE 2.3 Making a little bit go a long way 

BI has a much smaller vocabulary than English. What are the implications of making a little 
bit go a long way? Complete the text below by filling in the gaps 

I. There are far fewer synonyms in Indonesian than in English. In terms of the learner this 
means.....................................................................In terms of written style this means 
repetitionof.................................................................................................... 

Since the core vocabulary is so small the most value has to be extracted from each word 
by..........................................................This means that a good understanding of Indonesian 
morphologywill............................................................................. 

Idiomatic expressions and formulaic phrases must be................because it is not usually 
possible to........................them. Idioms do not translate word for word 
because....................................................For example polisi ildur is a ................. Nasi 
sudah jadE bubur means........................................................................ Ada gula ada sernul 
issaid when ........................................................................................If you buy something 
ready-made it is described as ...................................................... 

It is also important to learn collocational restrictions (eg. .......  hail not pecah hail); 
combinatory properties (eg. jangan means don't! vsjangan-jangan which means............); 
the different meanings of adverbs and conjunctions in isolation vs. in their meaning in 
correlative structures balk = fine, good vs balk. ....... baik=.................. 

Acronyms are rife in BI because..........................................For example ABRI stands for 
........................................BI.JLOG is the ministry responsible for .......................and 

DEPDIKBUD is responsible for ..................................Contraception is called 
............Pungli is the collection of unauthorised tips fees or fines............................ 

SMP means......................................... 

EXERCISE 2.4 What does it mean to "know" a word? 
ASPECT OF 'KNOWiNG EXAMPLE 
 to understand it when written or spoken 

 to recall it when you need it 
 to use it with correct meaning 
 to use it in a grammatically correct way right position in sentence hanya / saja 

V. to pronounce it correctly 
 to know what other words you can use it with paiah hail NOT pecah hail 

 to spell it correctly anugerah NOT anugera 
 to use it appropriately boro-boro (slang) not suitable in an 

official business communication 
 to know the connotations kawin /nikah are synonyms but 

sudah kawin be/urn nikah 
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According to the 9 points above decide how/ whether you 'know" the following expressions: 
patah, pasang, kena 
kebelulan, kepribadian, kemampuan, kemaluan, kecurian kelidakadi Ian 
belapa, toh, kok, entah, pun 
pengertian, arlian, artinya 
cewek, cowok, boro-boro 
alami 
menilai orang, pantang mundur 
murah ha/i, perhatian 
boro-boro, jangan-jangan, 
rewel, manja, memanja-manjakan. 

EXERCISE 2.5 

What is the meaning of meaning? 

Languages carve the world up differently and for that reason do not always map onto each 
other neatly at the level of the word. In English we can say "Man is the most intelligent 
animal" because we taxonomise thus "humans are primates, primates are mammals, mammals 
are animals". If we do not see animals as the larger group which subsumes humans this will 
not make sense. To make such a generalisation in Indonesian it would be preferable to refer to 
humans as the most intelligent of creatures (mahkluk) because the category of binatang is not 
usually understood to include humans. 

Even within a language there is no one-to-one correspondence between a given word and a 
given concept. If we consider synonyms, we can see that one concept may in fact be a cluster 
of concepts within a category. Synonyms may cover the most central meanings coextensively 
but the more peripheral meanings differently. Most people would agree that brave = 

courageous, bravery = courage However, their different collocational restrictions reveal that 
although the basic meaning is the same they do in fact cover slightly different semantic 
domains- the central meaning is the same but the peripheral meanings differ. 

• that was an act of bravery/ brave act/ act of courage/ courageous act 
• that decision took great courage! * great bravery 
• courage of his convictions! *bravery  of his convictions 
• don't lose courage! *don't  lose bravery 

If we consider words which have a number of related meanings (polysemy) we can see how a 
central (or prototypical) meaning may be extended metaphorically 
• He's rough/ got a rough deal/ its was a rough match/ rough voice/a rough measure 
• that's a poor idea/ poor baby!/ they are very poor/ poor soil 
• she works/ she's at workl work and leisure! Mozart's works/ the gas works/ pizza with the 

works 
• broken leg, broken man. broken agreement, broken heart, broken English 
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Support a position for or against the following statements 
"If the human mid is a mirror reflecting the "real" world then each language would have 
the same set of labels for things and ideas, and learning a new language would be just a 
matter of learning the different pronunciations/words for the same set of categories" 

"Even at the level of the individual word language is an inseparable part of general 
cognition" (Lakoff 1990: 333-4, my emphasis) 

"Learners begin SLA with the belief that the labels provided by their own language 
reflect universal categories which are stuck to the world, and that language learning 
involves learning the L2 equivalents for Li categories". 

"Language learners soon realise that it is not just that L2 has different words for talking 
about the world , but in some respects L2 talks about a different ( or at least differently-
mapped) world." 

"Ethnocentric habits of thought perish automatically as students become more proficient 
in L2" 

"Conceptual relativism needs to be deliberately taught in some way ( not necessarily 
explicitly) so that students are not blinkered by ethnocentric habits of conceptual i sati on 
which are reflected in and expressed by language" 

Does any BI teaching material you have experienced foster the view that the languages 
map onto each other at the level of the word? 

Are you aware if you began with the assumption that there is an exact one-to-one 
correspondence between the word-meanings of English and those of Indonesian, and at 
what stage of SLA you renounced it? 

What English word captures the full flavour of 'segan ' as in "segan pan/it" 

What Indonesian word captures the flavour of 'chee'in Australian usage? 

11.Look at the Ven diagrams below which shows how English 'please'"includes 
meanings/functions represented separately in Indonesian. 

Indonesian 

Functio\ 7Functio?1 
making \ / making  
requests ( offers, 

/ \ inviting 

In a similar way, use Ven diagrams to illustrate 
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• where/if the notions expressed by supaya and sehingga overlap 
• how the different meanings of bangun are distributed 

EXERCISE 2.6 

What motivates meaning? 

Conceptual organisation and lexicogrammatical form 

Lakoff (1987) suggests that there is a coherent conceptual organisation of emotions which can 
be revealed by studying certain expressions which are understood metaphorically. For 
example expressions of anger, which are based on a "folk theory" of the physiological effects 
of anger (which are increased body heat, increased internal pressure, agitation and 
interference with accurate perception),. these yield a system of metaphor and metonymy for 
anger. Consider many English expressions which express anger metaphorically as heat, 
emotions as pressurised contents which could erupt and the body as a container of emotions. 
This explains what motivates expressions like His blood boiled, She felt he would burst a 
blood vessel, He blew his top, she got hot under the collar, a heated discussion, a hot topic, 
an explosive issue, an inflammatory remark, don 'tfan the flames cool down, simmer down, 
they had reached boiling point, get it out of your system, she couldn 't contain her rage, he 
was filled with anger. 

Since the human physiological experience of emotions is universal it is at least feasible that 
feelings will be conceptualised similarly and expressed by similar metaphors in all human 
languages. While this understanding might not help you predict the form of any particular 
metaphorical expression about emotions in Indonesian, it would help you understand what 
motivates it once the expression was encountered 

What do the following expressions mean? 
Darah panas; darah ding/n; na/k darah; jangan bakarjenggot; dia meledak; 
panas hati; panas hendak;pembicaraan menghangat; yang busuk lama-lama 
tercium , janda gatal 
Can you translate the expressions literally? 
What "motivates" these expressions? 
Could you guess them in context? 

EXERCISE 2.7 

CLINES: SHADES OF MEANING 

Clines are often used in language teaching to show how words are ordered on a continuum. 
Look at the following dines in English (from Bolitho and Thomlinson 1980 p  47). 
cold--------------cool------------------tepid-------------------warm-------------hot 
bad-------------------not bad-----------not good-----------fair-------------quite good--------good 
wicked------very bad---------bad-------quite bad---------quite good-------good-------virtuous 
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• How do you decide whether two words are interchangeable, ie." bad" is the opposite 
of good and if you are "good" you are "not bad" however "not bad" does not 
necessarily mean "good". 

• Construct a set of parallel dines for Indonesian. Consider the rating system carefully 
ie. is 'cukup inernuaskan' more or less satisfactory than "mernuaskan", and include 
actual idiomatic usage (like "lumayan") rather than verbatim translations of English 
phrases 

• Are the concepts seriated/graduated in BI according to the same convention as in 
English? 

• Make a dine for degrees of anger in Indonesian expressing the range from mild 
annoyance to towering rage. 

• Comment on the usefulness of using such dines to demonstrate synonyms, antonyms 
and polysemy in teaching and learning vocabulary 

SECTION 3 

TEMPORAL RELATIONS IN INDONESIAN 

Every language has grammatical resources expressing time relations between events, that is 
location, sequence and duration in time. 

EXERCISE 3.1 

TEMPORAL LOCATION: TALKING ABOUT THE TIMING OF EVENTS 

Look at this diagram representing time from Bolitho and Thomlison (1980:9) 

the the the 
past present future 

the the the the 
past future past future 
seen seen seen seen 
from from from from 
the the the the 
past past future future 

Locate each of the following sentences at appropriate positions on the time chart 
i/We're going to live in Bali for the rest of our lives 
ii! After we've lived in Bali for a few years, we'll move back to Sydney (NB 2 clauses 
expressing 2 events sequenced in future time) 
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ui/We live in Sydney 
iv!We lived in Adelaide for 10 years 

We were going to move to Jakarta in 1985 but my job there fell through (NB 2 events 
sequenced in the past, past progressive with GO conveys the special meaning of a foiled plan) 

We'll leave as soon as Dad comes. 
The house had just been built when they got married 
You will clean your room everyday or else! 

Put the vacuum cleaner away when you finish with it! 
x/ I will not accept this standard of work! 

Women live longer than men 
He eats breakfast every day at 8. 

xiii!Waves crash on the shore. 
xiv! Suppose someone saw us? 
xv!1 would be happier if you really worked hard 
xvi!We've just eaten dinner 
xvii!They talked about it while they were walking downstairs 
xviii!He has not come in yet 

Now find alternative ways to express each idea. The first one has been done for you 
We plan to go to live in Bali next year 

Comment on the validity of these statements 
In English present tenses are always used to express present time .The simple present 
tense expresses events and processes which are generally true or happen habitually while 
the present progressive expresses events which are in progress at the time of speaking 
Future time is always expressed by future tenses 
The verb is the main indicator of time in an English sentence 
Express in Indonesian the ideas in sentences i-vii above such that in each case the 
Indonesian sentence occupies the same location on the time scale as the stimulus sentence 
in English.(NB a verbatim translation is NOT implied) 
Take note of any interesting differences 
Comment on the validity of the following statements 
• Indonesian has no tenses 
• In an Indonesian sentence the verb does not indicate an event's location in time 
• Past tense is indicated in Indonesian by the aspect marker sudah and future tense is 

indicated by a/can 

EXERCISE 3.2 

ASPECT: TALKING ABOUT THE COMPLETION OF EVENTS 

All languages have resources for talking about the duration and stage of completion of a 
process- ie complete, in progress, habitual, not yet begun. 
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In many languages (including English but not Indonesian) the forms of the verb vary to 
convey contrasts of tense, aspect, person, voice, mood and polarity. Typical meanings 
conveyed by some of the ways words and word combinations vary are 

• tense- past, present future time 
• aspect- completeness, progression, continuation, usuality, duration 
• mood- factuality, uncertainty, possibility (in traditional terms a sentence may be in 

indicative, interrogative, conditional or imperative mood) 
• polarity- negation or affirmation of a proposition 
• person - first, second or third eg I am, your are, he is 

In English tenses help express aspect (stage of completion) and auxiliary verbs participate in 
constructing tenses. Since Indonesian does not mark tense on the verb, tense is not a 
grammatical resource for expressing the completion (or finiteness) of an action in BI. Can we 
develop any ways of talking about how these meanings about finiteness are realised in BI 
which might assist learners? 

Table 1 :Finite verbal onerators - temnoral (alias auxiliary verbs 
past present 

I  I  
future 

did, was, had, used to does, has, is will shall 

Does Indonesian have any grammatical elements which function in the same way as 
English auxiliary verbs (temporal finite verbal operators)? Reproduce Table 1 above 
attempting to substitute for the English word an Indonesian counterpart (ie a word or 
phrase performs the same function) Leave blanks where no counterpart exists. 

Decide what grammatical category the Indonesian words you have identified fit into. 

Using insights culled from all the preceding exercises comment on the validity of the 
following statements. Illustrate your comments with examples. 
• Different peoples perceive time differently and these differences are reflected in the 

tense systems of their languages 
• Different languages have developed different ways of expressing commonly-perceived 

time concepts 

According to Bolitho and Thomlinson (1980:115) a confusion between tense and 
aspect underlies the thinking of many language teachers, which they are liable to pass 
onto learners. They claim that this is especially so since few other languages have verb 
forms corresponding to English progressive (ie. auxiliary verb(s) + -ing) forms and use 
adverbs to express the continuous aspect of a given tense. Do you agree? Would this 
confusion be likely to carry over into foreign language teaching, specifically of BI? 
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SECTION 4 MODALITY: 

Modality is the grammatical resource which allows speakers to express their assessment of the 
probability, permissibility, desirability or necessity of an event. In English this is achieved 
with modal verbs and mood adjuncts, summarised below 

Table 1 :Finite verbal oDerators b- modal (alias modal verbs 
low median high 
can, may, could, might will, would ,is to must, ought, should, has to 

EXERCISE 4.1 

Does Indonesian have any grammatical elements which function in the same way as 
modal verbs in English? Reproduce Table 1 above ,attempting to substitute for the English 
word given its Indonesian counterpart (ie a word or phrase which performs the same 
function) Leave blanks where no counterpart exists. 

Can you group the Indonesian words on your list on the basis of common features? (eg 
are they all verbs? are they all derived in similar ways? Do they share similar 
re stri cti on s?) 

What are the B! equivalents for the mood adjuncts in the table below? 

Table 2: Mood adjuncts 
Adjuncts of polarity and modality 
polarity : not, yes, no, so 
probability: probably, possibly, certainly, perhaps, maybe 
usuality; usually, sometimes, always, never, rarely, ever, seldom 
readiness: willingly, readily, gladly, certainly, easily 
obligation: definitely, absolutely, possibly, at all costs, by all means 
Adjuncts of temporality 
time: time, yet, already, not yet, once, soon, just 
typicality: occasionally, generally, regularly, mainly 
Adjuncts of mood 
obviousness: of course, surely, obviously, clearly 
intensity: just, simply, merely, only, even, actually ,really 
degree: quite, almost, nearly, scarcely, hardly, totally, utterly, absolutely, entirely 
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EXERCISE 4.4 

In Indonesian jot down as many DIFFERENT examples as you can find in authentic texts 
or grammar reference books of 
• expressing possibility 
• expressing ability 
• imposing obligations on others 
• expressing necessity 

In Indonesian do modal verbs perform the same range of functions as in the English 
sentences 1-7 above? Illustrate with parallel sentences in BI 

"Must" can convey either certainty OR obligation in English sentences. If beginning 
learning learners interpret grammatical patterns in L2 according to their knowledge of Li 
then we would expect ESB learners of BI to use harus in place of pastE to convey 
certainty, at early stages of SLA. Have you observed this, or comparable, confusion in 
yourself or other learners? 

EXERCISE 4.4 

Conditionals 

"Conditionals are patterns expressing the relationship between two actions, where one action 
is the reason ,or occasion for the other" (Aitken, 1990:95) Consider the four conditionals in 
English. The interaction between modal verbs and tense indicates whether an hypothetical 
event is probable, possible or no longer possible ie. 

The General condition, expressing a rule whose condition may be repeatedly fulfilled . If 
you heat ice it melts 

First conditional. For likely events postulated to occur in real, future time The present tense 
is used in the condition clause and the future in the outcome clause, eg. 
If it rains, I will take my umbrella 

Second conditional for possible future events where it is less likely than in 1 above that the 
condition would be fulfilled. eg. 
If my husband were unfaithful to me I would leave him 
If it rained on the day, I wouldn 't wear these white shoes 

OR for impossible conditions in the future or present eg. 
If I won the lottery I would share it with you 
The condition clause is in the past tense, and the modal verb in the past tense 
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4. Third conditional, for speculating about the unchangeable past. The condition clause is in 
the past perfect and the outcome clause in the perfect conditional when both events finished in 
the past and the condition was not fulfilled 

If I had known you were coming I would have baked a cake 

This never would have happened if she had not married so young 
OR when the condition clause is in the past and the outcome has continuing impact till the 
present, then in the past perfect and the conditional + present infinitive respectively eg. 

If Saddam Hussein had died during the bombing raid Iraq would be very different. 
They would be better off today if they had not made that bad investment 

Exercise 4.5 

1 Construct Indonesian equivalents of. 

• The General condition: Ifyou heat ice it melts 

• First conditional. If it rains, Iwill take my umbrella 

• Second conditional If my husband were unfaithful to me I would leave him, If it rained on 
the day, I wouldn 't wear these white shoes 

• Third conditional If I had known you were coming I would have baked a cake, If Saddam 
Hussein had died at that time Iraq would be very different today. 

2. How would you describe the grammatical differences between the various conditionals in 
Indonesian? 
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SECTION 5 THE INDONESIAN VERB SYSTEM 

Key contrasts marked on Indonesian verbs by a variation in the form of the verb are transitive 
vs intransitive and subject focus vs object focus (active vs passive) 

In traditional grammar English verbs may be described as transitive or intransitive, and in the 
active or passive voice. 

A transitive verb is a verb with a direct object. 

In an active clause the subject is the actor performing the action or involved in the process 
implied by the verb 

I hit her (active, transitive) She was hit by me (passive, transitive) 
Some verbs may be used both transitively and intransitively. When there is only one 
participant in the process the verb cannot be made passive. 

EXERCISE 5.1 Transitive vs intransitive 
1. For each of the following verbs consider whether it may be used transitively, intransitively 
or both (ie without changing the meaning) 

verb transitive intransitive both tr and intr. 
mn 
wash 
stop  
finish  

move  

increase 
measure 
break  

Now repeat the exercises with the equivalent Indonesian verbs. What are the salient 
differences? 

Do any English verbs change their form to indicate whether they are transitive or 
intransitive? Give examples? 

Make a general statement about verb inflections in English vs verb inflections in BI? 

Consider these "passive " constructions. Which can be made active? What is the 
difference? 
The gun discharged. The bomb exploded The water flows The sun shone 
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EXERCISE 5.2 

Passive vs active 

In what English contexts is the passive voice likely to be preferred in English and to what 
effect? Jot down as many examples as you can think of 

In everyday conversational English are active and passive voice completely 
interchangeable? If not, what are the constraints? 
What social purposes may the choice of passive voice serve? 
Why is the passive so much more common in scientific reports, newspaper headlines and 
political speeches than in colloquial English? 

What social purpose might the object-focus serve? (Speculate as wildly as you like, with 
examples) 

Look at the short excerpt below from a junior high school history textbook (Suhartono 
1995: 27). How does the use of the object focus help 
• build coherence? 
• forward the writer's argument? 
Perdebalan di parlemen Belanda dimenangkan oieh golongan liberal. Sistem Tanian Paksa 
dinyatakan dihapus. Akan tetapi dalani praktek, penghapusannya dilaksanakan secara 
berlahap, mulai dari lanaman yang paling sedikit mendatangkan keuntungan atau tidak 
menguntungkan sania sekali 

Comment on the validity of the following statements and illustrate where relevant with 
authentic examples.( If you feel you have insufficient evidence to reach a conclusion 
comment on what genres of speech or writing you lack exposure to). 

• The object focus occurs at least as frequently, if not more frequently, than the subject 
focus in most spoken Indonesian contexts, and reflects a choice about what is most 
properly to be regarded as the topic of greatest interest to the speaker 

• The object focus is more common in formal , written discourse in Indonesian than in 
speech and informal writing 

• The rule in Indonesian is that the topic of a sentence must be the subject. When the topic 
is not the agent (logical subject) the construction must perforce become passive. Here we 
have the explanation of why the object focus is so common in Indonesian- the correlation 
of topic and subject. 
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EXERCISE 5.3 

Finite versus non-finite 

In English the finite aspect of the process is fused with the lexical verb in the simple present 
and simple past tenses (runs/ran). Finite verbal operators (auxiliary and modal verbs) help 
construct other tenses whose forms comment on the completion of the process described by 
the lexical verb eg is eating vs has eaten. Finite verbal operators are not always expressed in 
statements but must appear in the corresponding question (see b below) 
Finite verbal operators (alias auxiliaries and modals) 
a/ participate in finite verb forms and compound tenses (he will go, she was playing, they 
have eaten). 
b/ participate in question forms even when not present in the corresponding statement eg 
He went/ Did he go? They've eaten/ Have they eaten? 
c/ participate in tag questions . The polarity of the auxiliary in the tag question coordinates 
inversely with the auxiliary in the main clause and the tense is constant eg You wouldn't like 
that, would you? He did not go, did he? 
c/ participate in requests and commands phrased as questions with implications for degrees of 
politeness: Would you help me with the parcels ? Help me with the parcels, will you? 
c/ participate in expressing meanings about factuality, possibility, uncertainty, necessity, 
obligation, permission eg. Can you come? He could do it if he wanted to. May we go? If I 
were King you would be Queen. You should be polite. You must put the car into gear first 

1. How is the finiteness of a process (expressed by a lexical verb) indicated in BI? Choose the 
option that best describes the situation 

a/ the finite element of the mood system is fused with the lexical verb 

b/ the finite element may be expressed by words, mainly mood adjuncts, (appearing in the 
Table in 3.2 of the Answer Key). which indicate mood, aspect and polarity eg. sudah, belum, 
masih, sedang, baru, nzungkin, biasanya, selalu, lidak, jangan 

c/ the finite element of the verb is expressed by modal operators such as bisa, boleh, dapat, 
akan, harus 

d/ all of the above 

e/bothb and c above 

f/ both a/ and b/ above 
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Turn the sentence below into the corresponding question or statement. Then frame an 
answer to the following question. When a statement is made into a question is the word order 
of subject and verb/modal verb/ auxiliary verb/mood adjunct (including for eg sudah, belurn 
rnasih, boieh, harus, tidak, pernah etc) inverted ? Do finite elements in the BI mood system 
play the same role in questions forms as finite operators in English question forms? 
Mereka harus bekerja dan mendapat upah sesuai dengan kontrak 
Pada urnurnya rakyat rnenderita kerniskinan 
Rasa tidakpuas terhadap kerajaan Yogyakarta dirasakan oieh bergai golongan 
Bolehkah dikatakan bahwapendapat karni berbeda? 
Sudah saya sebut nornor pasalnya 
Masih saja kita iihat kekacauan yang dibuat orang daiarn pernakaian kata penjabat dan 
pejabat 
Apa dia berieriak-leriak? 
Saya harzis rnengganti buku yang hilang 
Be/urn makan Pak? 
Ibu rnasih tidur 
Rapikah pakaian anda? 

Do finite elements of the Indonesian mood system participate in tag questions, as in English 
questions like 
"You don't smoke do you? She's pretty isn't she? You'd like that wouldn't you? Still waiting, 
isn't he?" 

In English infinitives (to smoke, he must g )present (-ing forms like "smiling") and past 
participles (sung, begun) are non-finite forms of the verb. What forms of the verb are non-
finite in Indonesian? How do you recognise/form an infinitive in Indonesian? 

Exercise 5.4 Verb Morphology : Awalan dan akhiran 
5.4.1 
1. English morphology often reflects the grammatical class of a word ( beauty, beautfui, 
beautifully, beauti ) Is it possible for words to change grammatical class without 
monhological change?. Provide the noun, adjective or verb form of the following words 
Noun Verb Adjective Adverb 
love 

behave 
active 

speedily 
food  

depress  
swim 

increase 
deep  
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2. Is it possible for Indonesian words to change grammatical category (eg verbs to nouns, 
nouns to adjectives, adjectives to nouns, adjectives to verbs etc) without any change in form? 
Provide the missing forms in the table below 
Noun Verb Adjective Adverb 
cinta 

melakukan 
giat  

dengan cepat 
ma/canan 

menekankan 
rencana 

berkurang 
dalam  

Comment any interesting differences you notice. What general comments could you make 
about key differences between English and Indonesian morphology? 

Here is a list of generalisations about Indonesian verb forms. Fill in the gaps 
• A noun can be made into a intransitive verb realising a relational or existential 

process with the ber- prefix eg ............................................................................. 
• An adjective can be made into an intransitive verb realising a material process by the 

prefixber- eg...................................................................................................... 
• from the same root word ber- forms are usually ...........while the corresponding me-

form is ..................eg. berlatih practice/train,nze/atih practice train s. o rnelatih rnuridpikir 
• ................base word verbs can be made ....................with me-kan eg. 

masuk/memasukkan, j atuh/menj atukan, bangun/ ............................ 
• me-i verbs often have a locative relationship with their objects which parallel me-

forms would require a preposition to express. eg...................................................... 
• Me-i and me-kan words from the same root often contrast the benefactive vs causative 

relationship with its objects of the action implied in the root verb eg. Dia menghadiahi 
isteri = ................................../Dia menghadiahkan isteri = 

• me- vs me-kan verbs from same root can distinguish ..................................processes 
from volitional behavioural processes such as. mendengar "hear" vs, rnengdengarkan, 
"listen". 

• me-kan verbs may take beneficiaries as indirect objects not introduced by a 
preposition in contrast with the comparable me- form which take goals and ranges as 
direct objects Dia membeli baju barn, Dia membelikan saya baju baru. 

• me-kan vs me-i verbs from the same root are often distinguished by the fact that me-an 
forms take goals as their direct objects while me-i verbs take ranges e.g. nzenaikkan 
bendera, menaiki gunung. ...................................... vs............................... 

• the passive or object focus is formed with di- and other personal pronoun 
constructions/prefixes. While di- is bound to the verb in written form the other pronouns 
are not however no ...........................interpose between the pronoun representing the 
participant role of actor and the verb in an object focus construction for example Nasinya 
belurn saya masak vs Nasinya saya be/urn rnasak* 
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• ter- prefix foregrounds the resulting state of a process which is performed by an agent 
who is.......................or performs the action .....................eg. surat tersebut di atas- the 
letter mentioned above, suarnya tidak terdengar - her voice could not be heard, dia 
terkejut, he was startled . Dia terniinuni air kolani renang, He accidentally swallowed pool 
water, Saya tertidur I fell asleep, .percernaan terganggu upset digestion 

5. Choose the best answer from the options below. "Markers on the Indonesian verb (ber, me-, 
me-kan, me-i, memper-di-, ter) refer to: 
a! voice (active/passive/middle) 
b/the relationship between a verb and its objects (ie. whether the action implied in the root 
word is performed causatively or benefactively, whether the object is a goal, range or 
beneficiary) 
c/ distinctions in meaning between lexical verbs formed from the same root. 
d/ a change in grammatical class (ie. from noun or adjective to verb) 
e/ volitional vs non-volitional actions 
f/ a combination of the above (which? explain) 
g/ tense 
h/ other ( explain) 

EXERCISE 54.2 

Expand on the following incomplete propositions in accordance with your understanding of 
the situation based on your reading combined with your experience as a learner and /or 
teacher of Indonesian. Illustrate with examples drawn from your own observations of learners 
(including yourself) 
1.The major insight in mastering the distinctions between me-, me-kan and me-i verbs 
is................................................................................................................................ 

If we accept the argument that there is a fundamental difference between English and 
Indonesian in that the active pattern cannot be regarded as the basic pattern from which 
passive sentences are derived , important implications for teaching and learning BI are 

The construction of verbal clauses presents difficulty to an ESB learner when...... 

4 There is no need to explicitly contrast the morphology of the (English vs Indonesian) two 
verb systems. Learners will easily see for themselves how Indonesian verb morphology relates 
a verb to its object(s). The way in which verb prefixes and suffixes change the meaning and 
grammatical function of a verb can be explained as needed when new vocabulary is learned 
in context". Do you agree or disagree with this position? What are the teaching implications 
of the view you hold? 

5 White (1990) comments in the author's note to Bahasa Tetanggaku that "students have been 
continually exposed to language functions in the object focus since the beginning of Stage 
One and should therefore find little difficulty in making the object-focus structures part of 
their internalised language base" Why do think he found it necessary to stress this point? Do 
you think it is a significant recommendation of the course design? Explain. 
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SECTION 6 

TALKING ABOUT PARTICIPANTS 

EXERCISE 6.1 

Subjects 

There is a grammatical requirement in English for all verbs to have a grammatical subject, 
even when 
• there is in fact no agent performing the process, in which case English uses "dummy 

subjects" which have no referents eg. it as in "It's raining" or existential there is as in 
"There are lions in Africa". "There is a bear in there" 

• the subject remains the same in successive sentences , clauses eg "He couldn't' see the 
problem although he was looking straight at it." 

Is there a similar grammatical requirement in BI? Illustrate with examples 

The subject of a verb must be present in a well-formed ( written  ) English sentence, 
although it may be ellipsed in colloquial speech which is often very telegraphic. eg  

Q: Where is Agus? 
A: He went to bed because was tired./ Because he was tired he went to bed! Went to bed 
because he was tired. 

Note that in the English example above it is the verb in the main clause which is ellipsed, but 
only when the main clause comes first 

What is the case in Indonesian ? Under what circumstances may the grammatical subject be 
omitted from a sentence? 

What purpose does it serve to make the topic of a sentence its grammatical subject 
in the following text. 
Jika kita amati dengan cerniat, wiiayah Indonesian terdiri dari benibu-ribu pu/au. Pu/au- 
pulau yang besar dan kecil semuanya berjumlah kurang lebih 13.579 pu/au. Pu/au yang 
sudah bernania barit 6.035 pu/au, sedankan 7544 pu/au lagi be/uni nzernpunyai nania. yang 
teiah berpenduduk barn 992 puiau dan sebanyak12. 587 pu/au belurn perpenduduk 
(Yasindar 1994 :7) 

Here it is again, divided into subject and predicate 

What is the topic of the paragraph ? In what sentence is it introduced? As subject or 
predicate? 
Identify the topic and the subject of each clause. Are they the same or different? 
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Subj ect (underlined) 
li/ca k/ta 
wi/ayah Indonesian 
Pu/au-pu/au yang besar dan kecil 

Pu/au yang sudah bernama 
sedankan 7544 pu/au lagi 
Yang teiah berpenduduk 
dan seban yak 12.587 pu/au 

Predicate 
ama/i dengan cermat, 
terdiri dari beribu-nibu pu/au. 
sernuanya berjurn/ah kurang lebih 13.579 
pu/au. 
baru 6.035 pu/au, 
be/urn mernpunyai narna. 
barii 992 jzi/au 
be/urn perpenduduk 

EXERCISE 6.1.1 

REFERRING TO PARTICIPANTS 

Explain and contrast itut and nya as deictics in the sentences below 

Begitui k/ta niasuk ke restoran, pelayannya langsung bawa daftar makanan. Kebetu/an 
pelayan i/u adaiah bekaspacar Didi 
Soto ayani yang bisa k/ta be/i di ja/an memang enak, tetapi soto ayarn itu rnungkin tidak 
bagus un/uk kesehatan kita, /ebih-ie b/h ka/au u,arungLiya kurang hers/h. 

2 Comment on how the different structures realise essentially the same meaning but with a 
different emphasis in these pairs of sentences. What is the function of -nya - is it functioning 
here as a deictic, a possessive or something else ? What does it refer to - the subject? object? 
topic? 
Gaji pegawai ma/as i/u dipotong Pegawai ma/as i/u, gajinya diotong 
Kelakuan Anto sangat mernuaskan Ka/au Anto, keiakuannya sal/gal mernuaskan 

EXERCISE 6.2.2 Relative clauses 
1 .What is the difference between a defining and a non-defining relative clause? 
Which is which in the examples below? 
"Milk which has not been pasteurised can cause disease" 
"Milk, which I detest, is an important source of calcium" 

What differences between relative clauses in BI versus English are indicated by the 
sentences below? 
Bajui yang di bu at tukangjahil tidak cocok 
The dress the dressmaker made does not suit 
Ternan yang saya tunggu be/urn datang 
The friend I am waiting for is not here yet 
Onang yang tidak marnbayar pajak pada wakiunya dikenakan denda 
People who don't pay their tax on time will be fined (c/f Sneddon 1996:3.98 ff) 
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SECTION 7 

TEACHING ALONG THE CULTURAL FAULT LINE 

Information focus: collective values and hormal 
Kramsch (1993) discusses the new ways of looking at language teaching which emerge from 
the re-thinking over recent times of the role of language as a social practice. In particular 
there is reason to doubt the usefulness or relevance of teaching patterns of language uses as 
fixed or normative if meaning emerges through interpersonal processes in the context of 
situation within the context of culture. She argues for the importance of the learner being able 
to enter into the cultural imagination or self-perception of the target culture. The examples she 
discusses relate to cultural codes and cross-cultural pragmatic failure. A relevant example is 
the use of object vs subject focus and the related choice of personal pronouns. Choices in this 
regard express what the speaker sees as the main topic or information focus of the sentence. 
For example 

You frequently hear car-calls in department stores and hotels of the type "Perhatian, 
perhatian! Ibu Anne ditunggu Saudara Nanang di pin/u depan" A Westerner would be 
more likely to say that Nanang was waiting for Anne at the front door. 

• When you leave a phone message it is typical to be reassured "pesannya akan saya 
sampaikan ". ESB speakers often get this construction wrong and say "saya akan 
sampaikanpesannya" * whose word order parallels "I"ll pass on the message" 

• An Indonesian would typically say as he banged the gavel Rapal ml kami lu/up The 
Indonesian obj ect-focus construction foregrounds the collective endeavour (the meeting) 
and the individual acting in his corporate rather than personal identity. The English 
construction of "I hereby close this meeting" foregrounds the individual performing the 
action, and for that reason the impersonal formula "This meeting is closed" is often used 
in English in formal contexts to emphasise that the speaker is acting on behalf of a 
collective in an official rather than personal capacity. nonetheless Saya lu/up rapat mi is 
an utterance more likely to be produced by an ESB speaker of BI than a native-speaker 

By choosing kami vs saya or object-focus vs subject focus a speaker can make their role 
seem less prominent. This fits in with the Indonesian value on "rendah ha/i" (humility), 
which foreigners often view with bafflement or exasperation, for example when Indonesians 
hesitate to speak up in meetings, to contradict superiors when they are wrong or to engage in 
self-promotion in a situation which calls for it such as a scholarship selection interview. When 
asked about their reticence in these settings my friends and colleagues would usually explain 
by saying they did not want to be perceived as impertinent or pushy eg "lidak niau dianggap 
lancang" "tidak sopan dorong din" 

A culturally-determined difference between many English speakers ( and this definitely 
includes Australians ) and Indonesians is that ESB speakers are more likely see status 
differences as inherently bad and to be minimised, whereas Indonesians see status differences 
as inherent in society and important to acknowledge. Indonesian culture emphasise "hormat" 
This value is expressed in language choices, particularly second person pronouns which 
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reflect the social distance between participants. Superiors, seniors and non-intimate social 
equals are addressed by their title ( Bapak, Ibu) in preference to second person pronouns. 
Kamu is for intimates or juniors/subordinates so is not suitable for new acquaintances or 
superiors. Anda is neutral, but by its very neutrality signals that the speaker is avoiding 
making choices which indicate "hormat". 

EXERCISE 7.1 

Here are some opposing views. Which do you favour? 

• "The selection of second-person terms of address in Indonesian is not merely a matter of 
grammatical accuracy but reflects important social judgments about the power-distances 
and social intimacy of the speakers. Respect is aparamount value in Indonesian society. 

• "Kamu" is not acceptable in polite conversation between non-intimates and is only 
suitable between intimates and peers or towards subordinates and juniors. Since these are 
unlikely contexts of usage for a non-native speaker of BI, and since it is not acceptable to 
call new acquaintances by their names alone learners should be taught to use honorfics 
such as "Ibu , Pak" (to seniors and equals and "Mas or Mbak" (to juniors or service 
personnel such as waitresses) in virtually all situations." 

"Although it may not be typical for native-speakers to foreground 'saya' repeatedly as the 
subject and theme of a string of sentences, it is perfectly correct grammatically. . Westerners 
who do so will therefore be understood, even fjudged egocentric. Since there is no barrier to 
comprehension it is not very important for language learners to make their grammatical 
choices reflect the cultural values of collectivism and personal humility. At early stages of 
language learning this kind ofpragma/ic knowledge is irrelevant for all practical purposes" 

Do you agree or disagree? Why? 
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SECTION 8 

COMMUNICATIVE PURPOSES: FUNCTIONS AND NOTIONS 

Not all language teaching textbooks proclaim their approach to syllabus design . A brief 
survey of unit heading usually suffices to reveal whether the focus is primarily structural - in 
which case language items to be taught will be grammatical structures in (presumed) of 
difficulty. Some more modern textbooks claim to offer a course design based on functions and 
notions. The claim is not always justified. Nunan (1988:35) presents a clear and succinct 
account of approaches to syllabus design. He says 
"Many teachers, on first encountering the terms function and notion find them confusing. In 
general functions may be described as the communicative purposes for which we use 
language, while notions are the conceptual meanings (objects, entities, states of affairs, logical 
relationships and so on) expressed through language 

To check your understanding of the distinction between functions and notions, which items in 
the following lists are functions and which are notions? (C/f Commentary for answers) 

identifying cause 
time agreeing 
direction frequency 
offering advising 
equality apologising 
approving existence 

EXERCISE 8.1  

denying 
ownership 
suggesting 
size 
warning 
persuading" (Source Nunan:1988) 

Functions 

ordering scolding begging reminding 
inviting persuading advising insisting 
requesting permitting recommending suggesting 
warning compelling intending approving 
threatening inviting protesting apologising 

1. Look at this utterance "Antri, dong!" 
and decide how many of the functions listed above it can realise in each of the following 
contexts 
a/ a bank teller to a customer who has jumped the queue, in response to the protest of the 
customer whose turn was taken. 
b/ a school teacher to a stragglers in a primary school class instructed to line up 
c/ a sticker on the rear windscreen of a car with a badly dented rear bumper 
d/ a smaller child to a bigger child in a queue at the ice-cream counter 
e/ a bigger child to a smaller child in a queue at the ice-cream counter 
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2.How could you re-phrase this utterance to perform other functions? 
Function requesting compliance with a procedure 

for the common good 
Exponent Mohon antri 
Context a sign prominently displayed on tellers' 

counter in a busy bank 

Function informing 
Utterance  

Context security guard says this to a customer who 
seems confused about where to go 

Function urging, beseeching 
Utterance  

Context Husband says this to encourage his 
impatient wife who is ready to abandon a 
sales transaction because the queue is too 
long. 

3. Different functions can be achieved in English using the exponent "please"- for example 
Can I have a napkin please? to make a request 
Please come in to issue an invitation 
Please don 't hurl me! to beg 
Please stop talking! to urge compliance 

One way to look at the communicative purposes realised with "please" is to consider for 
whose benefit the action is (ostensibly) performed. When we make a request it is usually for 
our benefit or for the common good. When we make an invitation/offer it is for the other's 
benefit. The benefit flows in opposite directions with requesting vs offering/inviting 

Indonesian has a range of exponents to realise these opposite functions. The choice of which 
to use depends on an interaction betweenl/ which meaning/function the speaker wishes to 
express, either asking or offering and 2/the social distance between the speaker and listener. 
Linguistic exponents include silakan, lolong, minta,coba, harap, mohon & -lah (polite 
imperative suffix) dong, deh ("urging" and "beseeching" particles) & ya (with question 
intonation, to soften orders and requests) Silakan, minta, coba, tolong are sometimes 
presented in the same lesson on the pretext that all can be translated as "please". Are they 
linguistic exponents of the same function ? Do you think it is a good idea to teach them 
together? Explain. 
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4. What functions do the following utterances realise? (all are authentic and collected from a 
variety of situations) 
• Tamzi harap lapor 
• Tolong bawakan las saya 
• Mohon antri! 
• Si/a/can duduk 
• oba lu/is namanya di papaiz lu/is 
• Antri, dong! 
• Para penunipang yang terhormat dipersilakwz naikpesawai terbang lewat pintu 6 
• Minta izin libur hari Sabtu, Bu 
• Mm/a kopi ken/al 
• Mi n/a ma 'af 
• Sandal lepas, ya! 
• Jangan terlambat,ya, Ta/i! 
• An/ar/can tamzi ml ke bawal. 
• Marilah pu/ang bersama-sama! 
• Tadi ma/am saya tidak bisa tidur karena suara radio keras se/ca/i. To/ong, dong, anaknya 

diberitahu! 

5 What linguistic exponents would you present together to teach 
• forbidding 
• interrupting politely 
• recommending an action (for the common good) 
• urging someone to comply with a suggestion 
• expressing a qualified opinion 
• asking for a favour 

6. Look at the following parallel Malaysian! Indonesian texts taken from a notice in a hospital. 
What function does the words "si/a" and "harap" help realise in this context? Does 
comparing the two versions yield any other insight interesting to a student of language? 
• Jika puan menyusukan bayl si/a mak/umkan kepada stafsebelum mendapat sun/i/can 
• Bila anda sedang menyusui bayi harap memberi ta/iu petugas sebe/uni kanii nieniberi anda 

suntikan, minuman a/au lab/el 
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7. The following expressions are used to maintain the flow and tenor of interaction in 
colloquial speech. What meanings/communicative functions to they typically realise? Give 
examples. (You may find this difficult if you have only mastered aformal spoken register. 
Some of these expressions are explained well in Echols and Shaddily. You may need a native- 
speaker 's help with others) 
a/deh! 
b/ dong! 
c/sih? 
d/ kok 
e/ toh! 
f/eheh ... eheh 
g/ ..... ya? 

h/gitu ... ohgitu 

i/ 'gimana? 

j/ itulah! 
k/lohl 

l/'kan? ...... 'kan? 

EXERCISE 8.2 Notions 

What notions do the expressions in heavy type express? 
1.1 I'm going for a month 
1.2. He's lived there since 1972 
1.3. We waited till ten 
1.4. Stay here until I come back 
1.5. We had to wait a long time 
1.6. He was watching television 
1.7. We had been waiting three hours when he arrived 
1.8. How long did you have to stay there? 
1.9. We enjoyed the day immensely 
1.10 We spent a week there 

What notion can all of the following communicate? 
first, next, then, afterwards, had left, before, later on 
(These warm-up exercises are taken from Bolitho and Thomlinson,1980 Discover English pp. 
2 1-23 and pp.  96-98) 

Express in Indonesian the same meanings as in sentences 1-11 above 
Complete this statement in a way that accords with your understanding of the matter: - 

"In English the notions of time duration and time sequence may be realised either by tenses 
marked on the verb alone or in interaction with other linguistic exponents (such as adjuncts of 
temporality and circumstances of time) In Indonesian the notions of sequence and duration 
are realised by........................................ 
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5. What notions do the expressions in heavy type express? Express the same meanings in 
Indonesian ( NB a verbatim translation won 'I serve) Make sure the same notion is expressed 
in your B! version 
Don't be like that 
He ate so much that he felt ill 
It's not the same thing 
It's not only because she was pretty that he loved her, but also because she was clever 
He cut it with a knife 
As soon as the house is built they will marry 
How beautiful your house is! 

For each exponent in 3 above, list three more Indonesian exponents which can 
communicate aspects of the same notion and comment on 
al the difference between the exponents 
b/ any conceptual difficulties you anticipate learners may have with appreciating how the 
notion is realised in Indonesian 

Here is a list of notions with some typical English exponents 
• duration (while, for, since, during, until, progressive tenses) 
• reason ( as, since, because) 
• correlation of events ( the more you eat the fatter you become) 
• ownership (my car, wheel of the car, John's car, the car belonging to John) 
• result ( she laughed until she cried, it rained so much that we were flooded) 
• intention ( he stood up so that he could see better/ in order to see better) 
Provide Indonesian exponents for these notions 
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SECTION 9 

STRESS AND INTONATION 

Native speakers produce and respond intuitively to the intonation patterns of their speech 
community. A native-speaker teacher of Indonesian will be able to effortlessly and 
spontaneously provide an accurate model for learners. Non-native speakers who are less than 
completely bilingual have to rely on other more deliberate approaches to teaching and 
learning native-like intonation. Obviously this is an area in which Li interference is likely to 
be prominent, especially when the learner has insufficient information about how intonation 
systematically relates to interpersonal meaning in L2. 

There is a wealth of teaching material available for teaching English stress and intonation but 
I am not aware of anything comparable for teaching Indonesian. The following exercises 
were inspired by Bradford's Intonation in Context, The course covers the main 
communicative functions which native-speakers realise by selecting within the features of the 
intonation system: the options are prominence, tone and key. 

prominence: greater stress on the word the speaker wishes to emphasise eg. When will she 
come? She may come toDAY. Will she come today? She MAY come today 

tone : "a change in pitch which affects the meaning and function of utterances in discourse" 
(Richards et a! 1992:3 82) Tones may be falling, rising, falling-rising, rising-falling. In English 
the tone usually falls at the end of a statement and rises at the end of a question. 

key : a level of pitch along with an intonation contour which indicates particular meanings. 
For example high key (word is stressed but there is also a fall in pitch) is used in English to 
contradict or contrast. 

Intonation is one of the resources for clarifying intended meanings in Indonesian, and there 
are some obvious correspondences between the two languages eg. question intonation and 
some uses of prominence to highlight meanings contradicting the listener's expectations. 
However it would be wrong to assume that just because there are some parallel uses in 
English and BI that either a/ all uses of intonation are parallel OR b/that intonation is the 
only (or even the preferred ) linguistic form used in BI to convey the sorts of meanings 
intonation conveys in English 
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EXERCISE 9.1 

NOTE: If in the course of your study of BI you have not had extensive practice listening to 
native-speakers conversing at normal conversational speed and over a range of spoken genres 
(speech, informal conversation, lecture, service encounter, news report etc) you may find this 
task difficult. This is an awareness-raising exercise, whose point is to direct your attention to 
certain issues on which there may not sufficient information available to come up with a 
definitive "right" answer. Discovery of the limits of your knowledge will be valuable in itself 

Highlighting. 
Do you have any reason to believe that in spoken Indonesian prominence is used to highlight 
selected words? If so cite evidence ( authentic examples of Indonesian speech) 
If you have no evidence to cite, what has been guiding the choices you make in speaking 
Indonesian? 

Telling and referring 
Do you have any basis for deciding if Indonesian speakers present what is new in an utterance 
with a falling tone and what is given with a fall-rise? What do you do in this regard when you 
speak BI? 

Contrasts 
Do you have any basis for deciding whether native speakers of Indonesian use High Key to 
mark points in the conversation which are contrary to expectations of listeners? What 
observations can you make of native-speakers in this regard? (including taped teaching 
material) How would you indicate in spoken Indonesian a point that was in some way 
contrary to the listener's expectation - ie. would you select among the options of key, tone and 
prominence, or would you choose to express the distinction with an option from the lexico-
grammatical system? 

Comment on the validity of the following observation 
"Indonesian draws at least equally and perhaps more heavily on lexicogrammatical choices 
than options within the intonation system to highlight, show contrasts and contradict. 
Because word order is relatively more flexible in Indonesian than in English the subject can 
be shifted and the topic given prominence by use of the object focus. Any intended meaning 
can be realised in BI via the use of marked topical themes rather than highlighting a key word 
with syllable prominence as is typical in English" 

EXERCISE 9.2 

What U interference would you expect to impede an English-speaker producing native-
like B! stress and intonation? Give examples of those patterns of stress and intonation which 
you would expect to be unthinkingly and erroneously transferred in a systematic way from 
English to Indonesian? If possible refer to observations of learners' errors 

Is it feasible to expect English speaking learners of BI will master native-like 
pronunciation, stress and intonation? If so how can this be attained? If native-like prosody is 
aiming too high, how would you set acceptable targets for comprehensible intonation? 
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COMMENTARY AND ANSWER KEY 
Introduction 
There are no "right" answers to the questions at the end of the Introduction, but it may be 
helpful to situate the teaching of grammar within the framework of the ALL language 
learning goals. Below is a table which summarises the five goals and the related assumptions 
which underlies my approach to designing these exercises, and to FLT in general 
BROAD GOAL ASSUMPTIONS 
1. Communication 
Learners will acquire communication 
skills in the target language.. for study, 
and leisure purposes 

Language and cultural awareness 
Learners will reflect upon and develop 
and awareness of the role and nature of 
language in eveiyday life, so they may 
understand the diversity of the world and 

use it judiciously 

General knowledge 
Learners will gain knowledge 
and understanding of a range of subject matter 

learners must learn the units which signify 
meaning and the regulations which govern their vocational 
usage in BI in order to communicate 

not all learners will attain a high level 
of communicative competence 

this goal is within the range of all learners 
including those who study for a limited period 

understanding the context of culture can be 
significant for the most basic lexicogrammatical 
choices 

this goal is important & within the range of all 
learners 

reference skills and learner-independence 
taught in relation to grammar can generalise to 
other subject areas 

reflective observation and discoveiy- learning 
are inherently worthwhile 

this is goal is of paramount importance 
this goal is within the reach of all learners 
the study of the differentiating characteristics 

of L2 in contrast to L 1 helps develop awareness 
that any given language system is arbitrary & does 
not reflect any universal reality 
4 study of those concepts in Li & L2 which are 
differentially grammaticised can develop insight 
into the social construction of reality 
5. study of 3&4 above promote the development 
of conceptual relativism which is a valuable goal 
for cognitive development in general 

1. knowledge is power, the more the better 

adapted from Scarino et al 1988 

2 Sociocultural 
Learners will develop an awareness of 
the target culture which they can use as 
an informed basis for comparison with 
other cultures.............reach a more 
secure acceptance of their own identity 
and value 

Learning-how-to -learn 
Learners will be able to take growing 
responsibility for their own learning 
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SECTION 1 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

EXERCISE 1 

"Grammar "and Grammars 

"The study of sentence structure, especially with reference to syntax and morphology, often 
presented as a textbook or manual" (Crystal, 1987 :88) 
This is the sense in which most people understand 'grammar' from their schooldays. It is also 
the sense in which it is often used in FLT parlance to partialise linguistic knowledge and 
skills into areas of teaching focus eg. Grammar, Vocabulary, Speaking, Listening, Reading, 
Writing. 

"A systematic account of the rules governing language in general, or specfic languages, 
including semantics, phonology and even pragmatics" (Crystal 1987:88) 
a description of the structure of a language and the way in which linguistic units such as 
words and phrases are combined to produce sentences. It usually takes into account the 
meanings and functions these sentences have in the overall system of the language. It may or 
may not include a description of the sounds of a language (Richards, Platt and Platt 1992:161) 
This is the sense in which the word is often used in theoretical linguistics. In Halliday's 
(1985) Functional Grammar "grammar' refers to a description of how the language works and 
implies an account of all its resources interact to create meaning in social context (for 
example no sharp division is made between semantics and syntax) 

"a continuous stretch of (esp. spoken) language longer than a sentence" (Crystal 1987) 
Discourse refers to the study of texts, rather than study of language only at or below sentence 
level. 
3." A stretch of spoken or written language with a definable communicative function (eg. 
news report, poem, signpost etc) (Crystal 1987) 
So a text is a unit of meaning which functions as a coherent whole in context, as opposed to 
grammatical units (like words, clauses and sentences) into which texts may be divided for 
analysis Examples of texts include conversations, prayers, letters, public announcements, 
advertisements, songs, speeches, essays, stories However, we may not perceive texts as 
complete or coherent if we do not know the context. 

4. Traditional grammar 
The term "traditional grammar" is often used (sometimes pejoratively) by linguists to make 
the distinction between the descriptive and theoretical grammars of linguistics versus the 
prescriptive attitude to grammatical study which preceded the development of modern 
methods of enquires, and which still lingers on in some pedagogic and reference grammars. 
The origin of the tradition in question is the model developed by Greeks to codify "good' 
speech which was carried over to Latin. When 17th century grammarians began to set rules 
of 'correct' English they did so on the basis that the vernacular was debased and that Greek 
and Latin represented ideal forms.. It also meant that the grammatical categories of highly- 
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inflected languages were rather unhelpfully applied to English eg. case -genitive, vocative, 
accusative, locative. There is a parallel danger for ESB teachers/learners to unhelpfully apply 
the categories of English to Indonesian 

Descriptive vs prescriptive 
Modern approaches to grammar are usually descriptive rather than prescriptive. Whereas a 
prescriptive approach to language usage prescribes what is 'right' in terms of some idealised 
form, a descriptive approach induces what appear to be the rules from observing natural 
discourse. 

Formal vs Functional 
The main difference in perspective between these two approaches is summarised in the table 
below (c/f Gerot and Wignell 1994:7) 

Formal Functional 

primary concern how is (should) this How are the meanings of 
sentence (be) structured/ this text realised? 

unit of analysis sentence whole texts 
language level 
of concern syntax semantics 
language = a set of rules for = a resource for making 

sentence construction meaning 
= something we know = something we do 

Reference Grammars 
A reference grammar is a comprehensive description of a language. For example the grammar 
by Quirk et al (1985) draws on the survey of the English language began in 1920 which aims 
to describe the "grammatical repertoire of adult educated native speakers of English 

" ( c/f 
Crystal 1987 pp.  411) . The corpus comprises 200 spoken or written texts. Examples of 
Indonesian reference grammars include Tata Bahasa and Sneddon (1996) a Reference 
Grammar of Indonesian 

Pedagogic or Teaching Grammars 
These are grammars written for instructional purposes ,directed towards a particular learner 
group, ie. language instruction of foreign learners at a given proficiency level or language 
awareness development in native-speakers at a nominated stage of education. These do not 
aim to be as comprehensive as reference grammars, as the material covered will relate to the 
maturity and level of the target learner group. Mintz (1994) describes his student's grammar 
of Indonesian/Malay as a pedagogical grammar on the basis that it coordinates with a teaching 
course. The audience is presumably post-beginner adult learners: it seems too advanced for 
students below senior high school level. 

Tata Bahasa vs Sneddon 

Reference grammars are for the most part formal grammars- that is they focus on the structure 
of sentences and the rules which generate grammatical sentences. These two references are 
similar in that way. 
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Tata Bahasa is informed by modern linguistics and uses its concepts & terminology, and in 
general attempts describe Indonesian in its own terms rather than forcing it into wholly 
unsuitable categories inherited from the European grammatical tradition. The approach to 
grammar in RI is strongly prescriptive. Citizens are constantly exhorted to use Blyang balk 
dan benar. Language standardisation is linked to national development on the political agenda 
(c/f Matheson-Hooker 1990). Despite the insistence on upholding the standards of bahasa 
baku in formal contexts, Tata Bahasa discusses usage on the basis of examples drawn from 
natural discourse and recognises the legitimacy of different functional varieties. Tata Bahasa 
was not written for FLT purposes, has an intra-lingual approach to describing BI grammar and 
is difficult for any but the most advanced learner of BI 

Sneddon's (1996) reference grammar claims to be a comprehensive description, free of 
linguistic jargon (although informed by linguistics) and using natural examples of standard 
usage of educated speakers (it is not clear what the corpus is) This grammar of Indonesian 
only deals with sentence-level grammar, and specifically excludes discourse structure (c/f 
Sneddon 1996:5) The examples given have English translations. Most learner will probably 
find this reference much more accessible than Tata Bahasa because the cross-lingual 
approach enables the author to highlight key contrasts which might pose difficulty for an ESB 
learner 

EXERCISE 2 

Grammatical terminology 
1 
a/ If you know less than 75% of these terms you lack the vocabulary to understand 
grammatical explanations in a reference grammar. To improve your vocabulary of 
grammatical terms consult Richard, Platt and Platt (1992) Dictionary ofAppliedLinguistics or 
the Glossary to Sneddon's (1996) Reference Grammar of Indonesian. The latter is clear, 
concise and contains terms specific to descriptions of B! 
b/ 
sentence: an utterance which can stand alone as a complete utterance- may be a statement, 
question or a command. A grammatically well-formed written English sentence represents a 
complete proposition, contains a subject, predicate and finite verb. 
transitive: A verb with two participants in the process it describes- an actor and a patient (a 
subject and direct object) eg melempar to throw something 
finite verb: A verb which is marked for person, number and tense ie, "singing, to sing" are 
non-finite forms of the verb, is "singing, sings, has sung" are finite verbs 
subject: That part of the sentence about which a statement is made in the predicate, usually a 
noun, pronoun or noun phrase eg 
subject predicate 
The glove was on the floor 
The criminal was executed 
In an active clause the subject is the agent,(ie. acts) in a passive clause the patient (eg. is acted 
upon) 
participant: one of the semantic relationships involved in an event and expressed as the noun 
phrase standing as subject, object and so on. Important participants include the actor, which is 
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marked as subject in an active clause and object in a passive clause, and the patient, which is 
marked as object in an active clause (Sneddon 1996:xxiii) 

passive voice: "Voice" is the language system which allows the expression of the relationship 
between a verb and the participants in the process described in the verb, a sentence may be in 
the active voice ( 1.The wind blew the washing down ) or the passive voice (2. The washing 
was blown down by the wind) with essentially the same meaning. However a choice between 
active or passive allows the speaker to focus on different information ie sentence 1 answers 
the question "What did the wind do?" and wind is the topic foregrounded while sentence 2 
answers the question "What happened to the washing?" where the topic foregrounded is the 
washing. 

mood : This is a system of contrasts usually shown by the form of the verb in English and 
which express the speaker's communicative intent. For example to ask a question, make a 
statement, give an order 
quantifier: a word occurring before s noun to indicate quantity. Can be a number each dua 
orang, or a partitive eg segelas air a glass of water ( Sneddon 1996: xxv) 

object focus construction . A type of clause organisation common in BI which makes the 
object the information focus (topic) of the sentence. There are Subject Prominent Languages 
and Topic Prominent Languages. English is Subject Prominent, which means that the most 
usual sentence type is subject- predicate 
Subject Predicate 
She is pretty 
I have seen Peter 
In Topic Prominent languages the usual sentence structure is topic-comment, which only 
seems remarkable in English when the subject and topic are not conflated 
Topic Comment 
Nasi sudah saya masak 
High heel shoes I detest. 
object subject predicate verb 

Although unusual, object focus structures are possible in English as a rhetorical device to 
make the topic prominent. 
c/Both are groups of words below sentence level, but a clause contains a finite verb, a phrase 
does not 
d/ A relative clause modifies a noun or noun phrase eg "People who live in glass houses 
shouldn't through stones" "The book which he wants for his birthday is not available" "The 
hotel where we stayed last time is gone now" Relative pronouns (eg who, which, where) 
introduce relative clauses. Yang introduces relative clauses in BI 
e/ Is the relative clause in the following sentence a defining or non-defining relative clause? 
"The man who pays the piper calls the tune" 
f/ "Hair" is the head noun in the noun phrase which is the direct object of "brushed" 

2 It is hard to imagine that a competent language teacher would not know all these items 
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Learners do not need all these terms, although advanced learners need most of them to use 
a reference grammar. With young learners and beginners few grammatical explanations, or 
none, may be needed. Indispensable for any meaningful grammatical explanations offered at 
pre to upper intermediate levels would be 
• parts of speech- noun, verb, adjective, adverb, conjunction, preposition, pronoun, 
participle, gerund, definite/indefinite article, relative pronoun 
• voice, active, passive, subject, object, predicate, participant, process, topic, comment, 
object/subject focus, aspect marker 
• prefix, suffix, word, phrase, sentence, clause, relative clause, main clause, subordinate 
clause 
• verbs- transitive/intransitive; finite/non-finite, auxiliary, modal 
If as a learner or teacher you intend to consult Tata Bahasa or Kamus Besar you will need to 
know the BI equivalents of all these terms 

Give the Indonesian equivalents of these terms- third person plural pronoun = pronomina 
ketigajamak, sentence = kalimat ,verb = kata kerja, noun= kata benda, adjective = kata sfat 

5.Do any of these terms intimidate you? If so think about why, and whether they represent 
gaps in your knowledge about grammar. This may be especially relevant if your schooling 
was in the era when grammar teaching became unpopular 

According to Ellis and Sinclair, and the learner training approach in general, it is helpful 
for learners to be made explicitly aware of the nature of the language learning task so that 
they can identify personal learning needs and independently monitor their own learning. They 
say that at some stage learners must deal with grammar explicitly, and advocate an 
investigatory approach on the part of learners who should mine natural discourse and 
grammar references to dig up what they need to know. 

 
Facts are non-generative and must just be learnt rather than worrying about the whys and 
wherefores. For example the plural of woman is women not womans. An Indonesian example 
is menyusui for breast-feed. It's no good asking worrying about why it is not menyusukan 
which seems more logical and fits other patterns where me-kan transforms a noun or an 
adjective into a verb (the Malaysians apparently think so too). Similarly sangat, amat and 
hanya precede the noun unlike other adjectives and adverbs, including synonyms like sekali, 
cuma and saja. There is no rhyme or reason to "facts' like these, they must just be accepted 
and committed to memory 

Patterns are generative : once they have been noted they can generate new patterns by 
substitution of words o f the same grammatical category in the "slots" eg. 

What do you like 
does he prefer 
do they prefer 
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Old or young makes no difference 
Fat or thin 
Male or female 
Whether you like it or not 

Mau tidak mau harus ikut 
Lapar tidak lapar harus makan 
Ngantuk tidak ngantuk harus tidur 
Rajin tidak rajin boleh/dapat/harus naikpangkat 

lebih baik mereka menyerah daripada melawan 
sebaiknya mereka menyerah daripada melciwan 

harganya semakin lama semakin mahal 
Tuti semakin lama semakin kurus 
orang itu semakin kaya semakin som bong 
orang itu tam bah kaya tam bah som bong 

Learning patterns saves time and effort because from one pattern you can generate new 
language. Prototypical patterns can be noted then examples collected of many correct 
exemplars from natural discourse (newspapers, books, conversation) to build a pattern bank. 
Since patterns are not the same as rules, building up a pattern bank enables the learner to 
discover correct usage empirically. Patterns can also develop collocational competence 
especially where usage goes against some other normative rule. eg. Indonesian adjectives and 
adverbs (with very few exceptions) follow the words they modify or qualify. Salah follows 
the noun normally but not in these formulaic expressions 
dial a wrong number Salah sambung 
eat something which upsets you salah makan 
wakeup stiff or sore salah tidur 
take the wrong thing salah ambil 
misunderstand salah pahani 

Choices : There is usually a choice of language forms to realise a given function or notion, all 
of which are grammatically correct, although the implicature may vary. 
The choice may be free such as 
I've lived here for Iwo years/I've been living here Iwo years 
or it indicate a particular stance towards the information expressed for example 
She always loses her keys/She 's always losing her keys ( The second sounds more irritated) 
"Professor X concluded that men are more aggressive than women/It may be concluded that 
men are more aggressive than women" These choices could reflect the speaker's stance along 
a continuum of agree-neutral-disagree . The first statement reports the finding as Professor 
X's opinion by using the active voice and also implies by the use of the past tense that its 
truth-value may be time-bound. The second by using the present passive conveys a sense of 
objective and timeless "truth" A reviewer who does not wish to associate himself with the 
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research findings might choose the first form of expression, while one who wishes to support 
the results may prefer the second 
OR the choice can be made with regard to the register, and/or the genre eg. 
• Darling vs Dear Sir for a love letter vs a business letter 
• I'd, isn '1, contractions in informal speech and writing versus full forms in formal writing 
• verbs without men- affixes, or with -n (eg. nunggu) in informal speech vs uses of correct 

affixes in writing 
• lexical choices such as kok, dong, deh, nggak which reflect informal rather than formal 

usage 
• choices among the second person system of address which reflect assessments of the 

social distance between speaker and listener eg kamu, anda, Nyonya, Ibu, Tante, Ivfbak 
• the telegraphic nature of informal spoken BI 
QUESTION: Kenapa tangannya? (cashier to customer with her arm in a sling) 
REPLY: Kejar laki nggak dapat. Elliptical but clear in context! 

8. Grammatical mistakes can be graded for seriousness, some are merely clumsy but do not 
impede communication, some impair but do not destroy meaning, some destroy meaning and 
some convey the wrong implications. 

*Hadiah mi saya a/can sampaikan (pattern- wrong word order for object focus, but not very 
serious the meaning is still clear) 

* Because already tired, I slept first then I ate Pattern, inappropriate ellipsis of pronoun 
subject but meaning retained so not serious for the success of the communication 
*1 go Japan holiday Fact-serious, will probably lead to communicative failure as lack of tense 
impairs meaning, is this a future or past event? 

* Dia lari begitu cepat *sz!paya  sulit untuk memotretnya Fact- supaya means "in order that" 
not "with the result that", supaya instead of sehingga Serious, destroys the intended meaning 

*Kamz, Choice. Kamu is unsuitable in polite conversation with acquaintances (especially 
elders or superiors). This is not a matter of the grammatical accuracy of the sentence but the 
social inappropriacy of the choice. Potentially serious for the relationship if the listener thinks 
the speaker is being disrespectful or presumptuous 

*Cuek' aja deh Choice. This is a matter of register- too informal for a use in professional or 
business discussions. May be trivial or serious depending on the tenor and purpose of the 
particular interaction. The speaker may be judged too frivolous to be accorded professional 
credibility. Alternatively, the speaker may be merely judged socially unpolished - which may 
have a negative bearing on whether the listener's cooperation is won. 
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SECTION 2 

THE INDONESIAN LEXICON 

Degree of challenge 
low moderate high very high 

Features 
Phonology x 
Intonation x 
Grammar x 

Vocabulary x 
Spelling x 

It is interesting to compare BI in this way with other languages For example 
• Japanese might score as highly on vocabulary, more highly on grammar, much more 

highly on orthography and about the same on phonology. Learning North Asian (Chinese, 
Japanese, Korean) scripts imposes a great burden on memory . In contrast Indonesian 
uses the roman script and has very consistent spelling. 

• Chinese (and other tonal languages) are much more difficult than BI for ESB learners to 
pronounce correctly 

• European languages are easier in terms of vocabulary than B!. English is a Germanic 
language with a large Romance vocabulary as a result of historical contact ( eg. the 
Norman Conquest) Consequently cognate forms make it easier to build vocabulary in 
languages like Dutch, German, French, Spanish and Italian In contrast there are few 
cognates in Indonesian so vocabulary-learning imposes a great burden on memory This 
also means that passive vocabulary ( words you recognise when you see or hear them 
although you could not have produced them) is much smaller in B! than in European 
languages. so  reading and listening fluency may develop more slowly. 

• European languages like French, Italian and German are all more highly -inflected 
languages than English so they present a burden on memory in terms of syntax and 
morphology. In contrast, Indonesian grammar imposes a lighter load on memory since 
there are far fewer inflections (eg no changes on the verb for tense, person, case or 
number, no changes to nouns or adjectives for gender or number) The conceptual 
difficulty may lie with appreciating the different grammatical contrasts achieved by 
Indonesian morphology 

EXERCISE 2.2 

It is a much thicker section, making it strikingly obvious that there are many more 
headword entries in the English - Indonesian section than in the Indonesian -English section. 

The Random House Dictionary 1987 has c 260,000 head words, which means of course that 
the total, including derivates, will be considerably larger. This does not take into account 
phrasal verbs and idioms which must be committed to memory as a package deal since the 
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meaning cannot be interpreted from the meanings of the component words (eg the air 
conditioner is on its last legs, put me up for the night, put up with me for the night) 

3. Kamus Besar averages 18-20 entries per page and has 1016 pages of entries which yields 
an estimate of about 20,000 words. However, a count of headwords yields an underestimate 
when you consider the nature of BI morphology. A headword may have one form/meaning 
listed (eg arisan) or a dozen forms and 25 + meanings (c/f ajar). Between 6-10 different 
listings of derivative forms of various grammatical categories, covering a wide-range of 
meanings (15-20+), would probably be typical. (You can check this by counting the sub-
listings for two adjacent entries [one short, the other spreading over several columns] chosen 
at random in Echols and Shadily 1990) On this basis the estimate should be of the order of 
200,000, excluding idioms 
4,5 & 6. Estimates of the passive vocabulary of educated native speakers vary between 
50,000- 250,000 words and include words derive from the same root eg. advise, adviser, 
advisory 
Active vocabulary is much smaller, perhaps about 10,000. For example word you use there 
may be 5 more you would understand in context but never use eg. haenzodynamics, e,gregious, 
fiduciary. 

7 One thousand (1000) words is the Council of Europe threshold level for FL learners. Below 
that fluency and conversational range is pretty limited, above that they will have the basic 
words to express themselves for everyday purposes. 

8. Who knows? One way of estimating this might be to assume that an educated native 
speaker of B! will know the same proportion of native-language dictionary entries as an 
English-speaking counterpart. The percentage of total dictionary entries in the passive 
vocabulary of an English native speaker at the lower end of the scale is about 20% of the total 
lexicon (50,000/260,000) and active vocabulary is about 4% of the total lexicon 
(10,000/260,000). The equivalent calculations for BI yield the results of active vocabulary = 

4% of 200,000 = 8000 passive vocabulary = 20% of 200,000 = 40,000 

However, these may be underestimates. It may not be valid to equate things this way because 
of the differences in the nature of the two lexicons. The fact that English vocabulary is so 
large and includes many synonyms is due to the history of cultural contact eg the Norman 
Conquest pale/wan, calf/veal, parliament; borrowings and neologisms derived from Greek and 
Latin to create technical languages womb/uterus, speed/velocity, telephone, archaeology. In 
contrast, although BI has words which originally entered the language as loans (eg strika, 
handuk, kamar, gordeng from Dutch, mantega, kemeja,sepatu Portuguese anugerah, swasta 
from Sanskrit, manusia, paham, magrib Arabic, koniputer, bisnis, sukses, korupsi English, 
mapan, sungkan from Javanese) in post-colonial times the policy has been only to borrow as a 
last resort and to produce new vocabulary using the resources of Indonesian morphology. 
Since this is so generative and so consistent, it may be easier for BI speakers to recognise and 
produce neologisms. 
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The proportion of a BI native-speaker's vocabulary a fluent ESB learner might realistically 
aim to command would depend on the purpose for which he/she was learning BI. To 
adequately manage greetings , service encounters and sales transactions as a tourist it might 
be adequate to acquire a basic vocabulary of everyday terms and social formulae ,less than 
10% of the lexicon (fewer than 1000 words. Whereas to achieve some specific instrumental or 
professional purpose (such as to communicate on technical matters with colleagues on a 3 
year joint venture) would require considerably more, say 3000- 5000 words, or up to 50% of 
the active vocabulary of colleagues (weighted 2:1 technical terms to other items) To achieve 
near-native levels of mastery you would probably need to master 90% of the NS vocabulary 
presumably that means 7000 + words (active), 36,000 words (passive) 

One estimate might be obtained by counting items on vocabulary lists in the course books 
you used as a student then adding some discretionary figure for incidental learning (say 10% 
of the course book list, 25 % if you have been very active in reading Indonesian magazines, 
listening to songs and radio broadcasts, 30% if you have been on extended visits to RI etc) see 
12 below 

To increase your vocabulary by 1000 words within a year implies learning 20 new words 
per week, 2-3 per day. Would this be a realistic target for you? Too easy? Too challenging? 

In her Introduction Yohanni Johns (1990) says she designed Lang/cah Baru Buku 2 for 
study at an intermediate level such as second year university. The word list includes 1400 
entries under root words, which would represent 700+ words per semester or 50-60 per week 
(assuming all vocab items were new). Buku 1 introduces about 900 words (including 
derivatives formed from the same root) which would be about 40 a week. Allowing a 
considerable margin of overlap, this would indicate a target vocabulary of 2000 + words by 
the end of 2 years study. A very diligent student who extended their vocabulary learning by 
wide extra-curricular reading and listening might achieve a vocabulary of 2500-3000 words. 
A student who did the minimum work to satisfy course requirements would presumably only 
achieve 50% of the vocabulary learning target (about 1000 words) 

EXERCISE 2.3 

1. There are far fewer synonyms in Indonesian than in English. In terms of the learner this 
means the learning load is reduced In terms of written style this means repetition of words 
and derivatives from the same root frequently occur within one sentence/paragraph. This 
would be a poor stylistic choice, easily avoided in English. 
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Since the core vocabulary is so small the most value has to be extracted from each word 
by ringing the changes with morphology. This means that a good understanding of 
Indonesian morphology will automatically increase your active and passive vocabulary. 
for example Echols and Shadily give comprehensive examples for root word entries, most 
of which you could generate without reference to a dictionary if you understand the 
morphology. eg. harus- mengharuskan, keharusan, seharusnya; urut, urutan, berurutan, 
berurut-urutan, mengurut, menguruikan. 

Idiomatic expressions and formulaic phrases must be learnt in context/ memorised 
because it is not usually possible to predict!generate !interpret them. Idioms do not 
translate word for word because they are more than the sum of their parts For example 
polisi tidur is a speed hump. Could you have interpreted that meaning from its "parts" ? 
An easier one to guess once you meet it (although not predict in advance) is p11/h kasih 
(favouritism) Nasi sudahjadi bithur means "it's no use crying over spilt milk" ,"the die is 
cast", "we/ they!you've missed the boat" and "you've made your bed now lie on it", 
depending on context Ada gula ada seniut means if there's something to be had people 
will flock around. It is easy to see what motivates this expression- sweet things are 
universally sought after. Pleasure is often described in English terms of sweetness. 
Likewise in BI where gula-gula means mistress, mengula means to flatter and mengulai 
means to make something sweet or often a sweetener. If you buy something ready-made 
it is described as sudah jadE - obvious in context but unlikely to be what an English-
speaker would produce if asked to translate "ready-made" 

It is also important to learn collocational restrictions (eg. patah hail not pecah hati); 
combinatory properties eg. jangan means don't! vsjangan-jangan which means lest). the 
different meanings of adverbs and conjunctions in isolation vs. in their meaning in 
correlative structures (ba/k = fine, good vs balk. ....... balk = either., or) 

Acronyms are rife in Indonesians because terms (particularly modern concepts) for which 
there is one word in English often require a long nominal phrase or a clause to realise in 
Indonesian. They are constantly coining neologisms from word fragments as well as 
initials. ABRI = Angkatan Bersejata Republik Indonesia, the armed forces. BULOG is 
responsible for controlling the market price and supply of food staples BADAN URUSAN 
LOGJSTJK, literally " Bureau of Logistics", DEPDJKBUD controls education,whch is 
state-regulated (even the private sector) from kindergarten through 
university.DEPARTMEN PENDIDIKAN DAN KEBUDAYAN. Contraception is known 
as family planning (contraception for recreational sex does not have official approval) 
which is keluarga berencana, refered to as KB (pronounced kabe) Pungli is the collection 
of unauthorised tips, fees or fines from pungutan liar SMP means SMP is sekolah 
menegah pertarna Indnesians love to play on words, especially their ubiquitous acronyms. 
As they leave a function en masse (and rather early from a Westerner's viewpoint) guests 
might jokingly say SMP meaning sudah makan pulang . According to one of my 
Indonesian colleagues MBA after a man's name means "married but available" 
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EXERCISE 2.4 

What does it mean to "know" a word? 

Check your answers by looking up the appropriate entries in Echols and Shaddily. Were you 
familiar with all the uses in context they give? Some comments on points of interest follow 
for some of these words 
pasang, kena These words are at the heart of many more idiomatic sayings than is usually 
apparent from vocabulary instruction in course books. It is well worthwhile studying the 
dictionary entries carefully to expand your word power 
kecurian ketidalcadilan, are predictable from morphology BUT kemaluan = genitals (not 

"embarassment") kebetulan = just by chance ( not "truth") kepribadian = character, 
personality (not "privacy") 
betapa, toh, kok entah, pun These expressions are ubiquitous, worth studying 
pengertian, artian, artinya All nouns from the same route yet different denotations and 
connotations. pengertian= understanding, artian = meaning or sense dalam artian in the 
sense, artinya= meaning, usually with anaphoric reference to a specific instance of an attempt 
to convey meaning 
cewek, cowok very colloquial and very commonly used 
murah hati- many compounds are based on hati and it is worth studying them 

EXERCISE 2.5 

The meaning of meaning 

The world is not a simple surface and the mind is not a mirror. Many aspects of experience 
require interpretation (often according to social purposes). For example Indonesian divides 
times of day into the categories of pagi/siang/sore/malam which do not neatly coincide 
with the English categories of morning, afternoon, evening. Equally we divide family 
relationships at the same generation according to sex (brother, sister, mother-in-law, niece. 
exception cousin) and BI differentiates by sex only at the level of parents (ibu, ayah, 
paman, bibi, tanle, nenek) siblings are grouped according to seniority (kakak, adik) and 
other relations by level/ degree of kinship in the generational hierarchy (anak, cucu, 
keponakan, saudara sepupu) Cultures lives by different metaphors, which can be viewed as 
ways of giving conceptual structure to events which has no intrinsic conceptual structure 
(c!f Lakoff and Johnson) Even when some part of experienced is grammatised by the same 
metaphor, it may be to different extents. For example Indonesians and Australians both 
"fall' into lower state from higher states- fall ill! Ia/nh sakit, fall in love!jatuh c/n/a, jatuh 
miskin/ fall on bad times- but while Australians fall pregnant Indonesians do not *jatuh 
hamil. 

"Even at the level of the individual word language is an inseparable part of general 
cognition" (Lakoff 1990: 333-4) The reader is referred to Lakoff, who presents very 
convincing arguments and evidence 
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"If a grammar book says "Indonesian does not have the verb to be" this implies that BI 
lacks a 'natural' linguistic feature" This could be taken to imply that English is the 
linguistic ideal, its categories are linguistic universals and Indonesian is defective 
Therefore it is not a helpful way to offer a grammatical explanation. Obviously it is better 
to try and understand Indonesian on its own terms. If we approach a foreign language as a 
defective form of English we are severely bunkered. For example many ESB learners of 
Indonesian use sudah unnecessarily to preface any process which occurred in the past, even 
when time frame is clear from context. Presumably they operate on the theory that tense is 
a "natural" category and BI must therefore have a past tense marker = sudah.. 

"Language learners soon realise that it is not just that L2 has different words for talking 
about the same map of reality , but in some respects L2 talks about a differently-mapped 
reality." My experience would indicate that only good language learners realise this. Those 
whose B! usage becomes frozen into non-native patterns of usage at a given (usually early) 
stage may remain prisoners of the world view of their native language. It is usually 
through contact with other cultures that conceptual relativism develops. For example, 
Anderson (1990 ) makes the point that prior to colonial times the Javanese language was 
never referred to as one language among others, it was simply "bahasa" (including in its 
broad semantic field notions of civility, rationality and truth) , and was isomorphic with 
the world-ie. glued to it.. This view was shaken by the encounter with Dutch- as a 
language, as a medium of school instruction , and as the counterpart in bilingual 
dictionaries. The 18th century Javanese rulers called themselves Pakubuwomo (Nail of the 
World) and Hamengkubuwono (Holder of the Cosmos) These titles may have begun to 
look like silly boasts once Indonesians saw Mercator's projection of the world in colonial 
classrooms : they could see how big the globe really was and how tiny by comparison the 
sphere of influence of the rival courts of Jogjakarta and Surakarta And what a democratic 
thing bilingual (eg Dutch-Javanese) dictionaries were! - showing that all languages are 
vernaculars and since all are equidistant from the physical world none contains the "true 
names of things". Furthermore, as vernaculars they clearly map overlapping conceptual 
worlds, since there were Dutch words which expressed concepts for which there was no 
precise Javanese equivalent and vice versa. 

The impact of classroom instruction in L2 could in no way be equated with the impact of 
cross-cultural contact such as being educated in a foreign-language / living in another 
country . Therefore conceptual relativism probably needs to be deliberately taught in some 
way (not necessarily explicitly) so that students are not blinkered by ethnocentric habits of 
conceptualisation which are reflected in and expressed by language. 
Lakoff argues that cultures vary greatly in terms of what concepts are grammaticized in 
language. Conceptual systems with different organisations are different systems and will 
consistently lead to different understandings of experience, according to him However his 
argument is that although human languages show a range of conceptual systems there is a 
common conceptualising capacity and that adults can learn and use other systems. If, as he 
says, most of our conceptualising capacity is used automatically and unconsciously then 
some awareness-raising is probably required before we can learn other systems. For some 
learners simply studying L2 will be enough, for others a more explicit approach may be 
essential 
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Some Indonesian- English dictionaries (or glossaries/vocabulary lists in course books) just 
provide a one word English equivalent for an Indonesian word which can foster 
misunderstanding c/f 10 below 

It would be an unusual learner who did not begin with this assumption, although 
successful learners soon become disabused of this idea 

Westerners see status differences as something intrinsically bad which should be 
minimised, whereas Indonesian culture tends to honour status differences. Does this help 
explain why no English word or phrase captures the full flavour of "seganpamit"? Pamit 
canies connotations about the relative status of the participants. For example a householder 
does not take leave of a servant when he/she goes out, because it is the prerogative of the 
owner to come and go as he/she chooses, whereas it would be rude for a subordinate/junior 
to set off somewhere without taking leave of seniors/superiors Segan means to know or 
keep one's place with respect to elders/superiors. If asked why he missed an English lesson 
an office worker might say " segaiz pamit" which means he was reluctant to insist on his 
right to attend staff training when this conflicted with the convenience of his boss as this 
might be seen as pushy or presumptuous. 

10.No word exactly overlaps. "Cheeky" in the sense of flirtatious or sexually provocative 
would be genii. "Cheeky" in the sense of answering back or speaking out of turn would be 
lancang. "Cheeky" in the sense of being rude or defiant to elders could be nakal, kasar or 
kurang ajar 

11.As the diagrams attempt to indicate supaya and sehingga do not overlap at all in BI 
because they express different notions, even though they can both be translated "so that". 
Bangun has a number of meanings, some more central and others more peripheral. While 
arise does not cover the same semantic domain as bangun, it is possible to trace the chain 
of association between the alternative meanings. Some learners find diagrams very helpful 
in distinguishing confusable items which in fact do not cover the same, or exactly the 
same, semantic domain. 
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Indonesian - English 

E otha,,=  in ito 

ya 

tha 
= •th the 

with th resu 
that "unti 

ehin 

FURTHER READING 

Lakoff 1987 Women, Fire and Dangerous Things. what categories reveal about the mind 
University of Chicago Press Chapter. 

EXERCISE 2.6 

1. 
hot-blooded 

phlegmatic, cool-headed 

become angry/hot under the collar 

don't get angry/ inflame yourself 

he exploded 

easily inflamed/offended 

having poor impulse control 

the discussion heated up 

evil /corruption is always uncovered in the long run 

randy widow (literally "itchy") 

2., 3, 4 These expressions do not all translate literally into English, however they are clearly 
motivated by a similar system of metaphor / metonymy as can be found in English eg 
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emotions as heat or fire or pressurised contents; corruption as something rotten that stinks, an 
itch as a pressing desire such as "the seven-year itch" or "itching to get your hands on" 
These expressions "make sense" in context and could be easily guessed on first encounter in a 
text. 

EXERCISE 2.7. 

CLINES 

dingin— ------ sejuk -------- hangat hangal ku/cu --------- -.-hangal ------------- panas 

sangat -------  --tidak memuaskan ----- lumayan -------- menivaskan --------- ---sangat mernuaskan 
tidak 
memuaskan 

tidak balk -------------- kurang balk -------- lumayan/cukup balk -------------------- balk 

jahat — ---------  - nakal/kurang balk ----------- --balk ---------------- balk sekali 

It is hard to decide whether two expressions are interchangeable and there may not be 
consensus among native speakers. For instance native-speakers of Indonesian may disagree 
whether cukup balk is better, worse or equivalent to lurnayan. In talking about moral 
uprightness is someone who is kurang balk, the same, better or worse than someone na/cal? 
The concepts may be seriated I graduated in BI according to the same convention as in 
English, but while one might confidently equate items at the poles, it is not possible to feel as 
confident about the intervals between intermediate items. This also applies to the dine of 
anger below 

kesal/jengkel ------------- marah ----- marah sekali ---------- niarah besar/murka --------- mengamuk 

There are several debatable points. Firstly, should kecewa be on this dine below kesaP In 
my experience Indonesians often say they are 'kecewa" when they have every right to be 
angry and, actually seem angry, in much the same way that English speakers raised to be 
'nice" cloak their anger by saying they are disappointed when actually they are spitting chips. 
Is" kecewa" a euphemism or does it mark a valid point on the scale, given the cultural 
differences about open expression of anger? Support for the latter view is that the verb 
nzengecewakan can mean "thwart" as well as "disappoint". When people are thwarted they 
usually feel annoyed. If kecewa carries more connotations of thwarted desire than the English 
"disappoint" then it describes a location on a dine of degrees of anger 

Secondly, this dine reflects degrees of anger from mild annoyance to mad uncontrollable 
rage but some points on the scale represent expressions of anger which are only the 
prerogative of certain role relationships or status positions. For example a king could be 
murka with a subject but not vice versa. A mother would be entitled to be nzarah besar with a 
child but not vice versa, and probably only in exceptional cases of marital wrong-doing would 
a wife be entitled to be rnarah besar with her husband 
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SECTION 3 

TEMPORAL RELATIONS 

EXERCISE 3.1 

LOCATION AND SEQUENCE IN TIME 

the present 
x 

the past the future 
iv,v c1.2 i,ix,xv, 

xi........... xi........... xi........... 
xii......... xii......... xii.........xiii........ 

xiii........ xiii........ xiii........ xiii........OR xiv 
EITHERxiv... 

xvii (2 co- .........xvi i.e. xvi & 
extensive xviii xviii = veiy 
events) near past with 

continuing 
impact 

the past seen the future the past seen the future 
rom the past, seen from the from the seen from the 
ii past future future 

vcl.1 iicl 1 iicl2,vii 

We're going to live in Bali for the rest of our lives 
After we've lived in Bali for a few years, we'll move back to Sydney (NB 2 clauses 

expressing 2 events sequenced in future time) 
We live in Sydney 
We lived in Adelaide for 10 years 
We were going to move to Jakarta in 1985 but my job there fell through (NB 2 events 

sequenced in the past, past progressive with GO conveys the special meaning of a foiled plan) 
We'll leave as soon as Dad comes. 
The house had just been built when they got married 
You will clean your room everday or else! 

Put the vacuum cleaner away when you finish with it! 
I will not accept this standard of work! 
Women live longer than men 
He eats breakfast every day at 8. 
Waves crash on the shore. 
Suppose someone saw us? 

I would be happier if you really worked hard. 
We've just eaten dinner 
They talked about it while they were walking downstairs(2 co-extensive past events) 
He has not come in yet 

Note that some of these do not have simple one-point locations in time. Do you disagree with 
these answers? Can you justify your position? 
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2. There are various alternative ways to express each idea, the following are only some of the 
possibilities . Note the different shades of emphasis different constructions cast. Also note that 
the alternative construction expressing the same meaning may not fit onto the timeline at the 
same position as its si ster- sentence. 

We plan to live in Bali until we die. 
We intend to go to Bali in 1996 and move back to Sydney in 1999 
We are living in Sydney now/ We have always lived in Sydney! We have been living in 

Sydney since 1985 
We used to live in Adelaide between 1980-90! We were living in Adelaide in the 1980s. 

Until the job fell through in 1985 we had planned/been planning to move to Jakarta 
After Dad comes we will leave. 
They got married just after the house had been built 
I insist that you clean your room everyday! You must clean your room every day. 

I want you to put the vacuum cleaner away when you have finished with it. 
This work is unacceptable to me.! I refuse to accept this work. 
From a specified period in the past through to the present women have lived linger than 

men and they will presumably continue to do so. 
From onset of observations at time X through to the present time he has on repeated 

occasions eaten his breakfast at 8 each morning and this behaviour is expected to be repeated. 
Waves have been crashing on the shore from time immemorial and will continue to do 

so. 
What if someone had seen us at that (past) time? OR What if someone does see us at that 

(future hypothetical) time? 
If you choose to work hard I will be happy 
A short time ago we finished eating dinner. 
They were discussing it as they walked domwstairs 
To this point he has still not come in 

3 Comments on the validity of the statements 
Present time is mostly expressed with present tenses. However note 

the present perfect and present perfect continuous express events which began in the past 
and have continuing impact up to the time of speaking eg "We have lived/have been living 
here for 3 years" 

the simple present can express processes which are continuously ongoing at the time of 
speaking- "We live in Sydney"- as well as discrete events which happen repeatedly or 
habitually- "He goes to work each day" and generalisations" Women live longer than men". 
These last two examples have no simple one-point location on a time line 
Q.2 Future tenses usually express future time, although they can also express other notions 
(such as obligation or a determined intention as in viii and x above). The present simple 
present infinitives ("he is to go tomorrow") and most notably the present continuous also 
express future time. 

Q.3 location in past time is usually indicated by past tense, and position on the time line is 
specified or underscored as necessary with an adverbial phrase of time. 
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General comment: Tense and time do not always correspond in English. Furthermore some 
tenses convey specific meanings not connected to the temporal relations apparently implied 
by the verb. The point of this exercise was to enable you to discover that the way in which 
English tenses locate events in time is a more complex matter than you may have previously 
been aware. Precision about temporal location and sequence can be achieved in a number of 
different ways, not all related to verb forms. Some of the issues raised here will be recycled in 
subsequent exercises which relate to the different options for expressing time relations in 
Indonesian. For a more detailed explanation and diagrammatic representation of the 
relationship between tense and time see Quirk et al 1985 ) 

QUESTIONS. 4 & 5. This exercise was designed to highlight the logically possible 
grammatical options for indicating an event's temporal location (tense) and 
completeness/duration (aspect). One option is to mark the verb for both tense and aspect. 
Another is to mark the verb for tense and indicate aspect with adverbials. Another is not to 
mark the verb for any time relations and to indicate both temporal location (tense) as well as 
completion/duration (aspect) by adverbials and time phrases. Although the English verb is 
usually the most important indicator of time relations, adverbials and time phrases reiterate 
time relations, particularly aspect. 

Indonesian has less redundancy in this regard.The BI verb system does not offer any options 
for marking time relations, nor for indicating completion / duration. The Indonesian options 
for temporal location include using 
• time phrases 
Dulu kami tinggal di Bali se/ama tiga tahun 
Kami akan tinggal di Bali seumur hidup 

• the context to disambiguate time relations 
Bagaimana kalau kita dilihat orang..? = what if someone saw/sees us 
Begitu rumah selesai dibangun, mereka menikah = as soon as the house was finished they 
married OR as soon as the house is finished they'll marry. 
The temporal location of sentences like these is usually clear from the surrounding text. 
• adverbials of time to indicate aspect 
( ie notions of completion, duration, co-extension, usuality or frequency ) ie.sudah= 
completed, belum=r not begun, akan= planned to begin, baru= just completed, sedang = in 
progress, masih= still continuing.sambi/= at the same time as, biasanya = usually, selalu = 

always. 
Mereka membicarakan hal i/u sambil turun 
Dia beizim masuk kantor 
Biasanya dia makan pagi jam delapan 
• modal verbs to express certainty, obligation, necessity, desirability, possibility. 
Kamu harus bersihkan kamarmu hap han! 
Sebaiknya kamu belajar sunguh-sunguh! 
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6. Comment on the validity of the following statements 
Indonesian has no tenses 
• Valid comment if we define tense to mean time relations marked on verbs. However 

Indonesian has options for indicating time relations which allow the same precision in 
locating and sequencing events on a time line. These grammatical options do not include 
inflecting the verb for tense. In an Indonesian sentence the verb does not indicate an 
event's location in time 

• Valid comment. 
• Not a valid comment .Sudah and akan only indicate whether an action is complete and give 

no comment on its location in time 

EXERCISE 3.2 

1& 2 Indonesian does not have any grammatical elements which function in the exactly same 
way as English auxiliary verbs. In English auxiliary verbs are forms of the verbs BE and 
HAVE. In contrast, the Indonesian words which perform SOME of the same functions as 
English auxiliaries are not verbs. There is no meaningful way to complete the table in terms of 
tense and temporal operators. It makes more sense to construct a table in terms of aspect 
mood and polarity 

Table 1 Aspect markers / Finite elements in the mood system 

perfect- has/had continuous-i s,was future /hypothetical-will, 
sudah/belunz sedang, niasih would mau, akan 
tense-NO NO NO 
aspect-YES (finished) YES (in progress) YES (anticipated) 
mood? ? YES, in conditionals 
polarity- YES YES can affirm or ? YES 

contradict a proposition  

Grammatical concepts and terms 
In many languages the forms of the verb vary to convey contrasts tense, aspect, person, voice 
and mood. Typical meanings conveyed by some of the ways words and word combinations 
vary are 
tense- past, present future time 
aspect- completeness, progression,continuation, usual ity, duration 
mood- factuality, uncertainty, possibility (in traditional terms a sentence may be in indicative, 
interrogative, conditional or imperative mood) 
polarity- negation or affirmation of a proposition 
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• This would be consistent with the strong version of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, but is 

probably not a valid statement. While it is certainly true that how we can talk about time 
relations is constrained by the language we speak, it is clear from 2.1 that we can convey 
the same meanings about time relations in BI and English 

• A fair comment. Just because different languages have developed different ways of 
expressing time concepts, does not indicate that time perceptions are fundamentally 
different. There are a number of logically possible ways to grammaticise time relations, it 
would be surprising if the grammatical options were identical in unrelated languages. 

Probably a justified conclusion. Obviously, when teachers are not (functionally ) native 
speakers they cannot provide native models nor draw on native-speaker intuitions. Hence, if 
they must rely to any extent on grammatical explanations which start from English 
grammatical terms and categories, it seems very likely that if they have a flawed 
understanding about how contrasts of tense and aspect are realised in English they may 
misinform or confuse their learners 

SECTION 4 MODALITY. 

EXERCISE 4.1 
1 Indonesian grammatical elements which function in the same way as modal verbs in English 
Modal operators (alias modal verbs) 

low median high 
boleh, bisa, dapat a/can, mati harus, seharusnya, 

sebaiknya 

Some of these words can be classified as root verbs- that is they not take prefixes (ie me or 
ber) when used as modals. Others are derived from verbs or adjectives/adverbs with se-nya. 
Notice that although a translation of should as seharsunya lands this item in the category of 
modal verbs here, in fact it seharusnya/sebaiknya behave grammatically like other adverbials 
(modal adjuncts) formed with se-nya eg sebtulnya, sebenarnya, sesunnguhnya. 

 Table 2: Mood adjuncts 
Adjuncts ofpolarity and modality 

polarity: ya, tidak, begitu 
probability: baran/cali, mungkin, pasti, ada kemingkinan 
usuality; biasanya, kadang-kadang, se/alit, jarang, pernah/tidakpernah 
readiness: dengan senang hati, dengan gampang, seoiah-olah,juga, saja 
obligation: Se- mungkin, seharusnya, sebai/cnya, 

Adjuncts of temporality 
time: sudah, be/urn, pernah,sebentar, baru, tadi, dulu 
typicality: sekali-sekali, berkali-/cali, setiap lw/i, pada umurnnya, sering 

Adjuncts of mood 
obviousness: mernang, ten/u. seten/unya, seperti diketahui 

I) intensity: saja, hanya, bahkan, seniata-mata, sesungguhnya, sebutulnya, 
j) degree: agak, amat,sekali,sangat,hanzpir tidak, sarna se/ca/i 
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4.2 Expressing probability 

There are no definitive answers to this, and native-speakers would probably disagree about 
precisely what degrees of confidence are indicated by the various expressions. 

no! 
U /0 

10% 

2 

100% 

90% 

0/ 

40% 60% 

1.Agus is definitely in Bali 
Agus may be in Bali 
I'm pretty sure Agus is in Bali 
Agus iiiight be in Bali 
There is absolutely no way Agus is in Bali 

Agus is probably in Bali 
Agus lilust be in Bali 

I doubt that Agus is in Bali 
I think that Agus is in Bali. 

10 Agus is almost certainly in Bali 
it is unlikely that Agus is in Bali 
I am certain Agus is not in Bali  

Pasti Agus sedang berada di Bali 
Mungkin Agus di Bali 
Kalau tidak salah, Agus ada di bali 
Ada kenzungkinan Agus ada di Bali 
Tidak mungkin sania sekali bawa Agus ada di 
Bali 
Barangkali Agus sedang berada di Bali 

1'asti Agus di Bali, tidak ada kenzingkinan 
lain 
Tidakpasti bahwa Agus ada di Bali 

Setau saya Agus di Bali 
Agus ada di Bali, hanipir pasti 

Kemingkinanya kecil bahwa Agus di Bali 
Saya yakin bahwa Agus tidak ada di Bali 

c. English and BI can both express degrees of likelihood but they use different resources to 
do so. In particular BI does not use modal verbs in the same way 
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EXERCISE 4.3. Expressing possibility vs permissibility or obligation or ability 

This should have provided you with a pattern bank to use for doing the next exercise. Read 
the commentary on QUESTION 2 and test its validity against the authentic examples you 
have collected. 

Indonesian modal verbs do not perform the same range of functions as in the English 
sentences given as examples. Unlike English, in B! a modal verb rarely performs constrasting 
functions interchangeably (an exception is bisa/ boleh: in colloquial speech bisa seems to be 
used for either possiblity, ability or permission). In general modal verbs of ability contrast 
with modal verbs of permission. Possibility and certainty are expressed with adverbials while 
(structures equivalent to) modal verb express permission and obligation 

Mungkin nanti akan hujan. Kalau hujaii tidak jadi boleh saya ke taman? (possibility vs 
permission realised by adverbial vs modal verb) 

Pak, boleh saya tanya, apakah pak bisa lari cepat wakin anak? (permission vs ability, modal 
of permission vs modal of ability) 

Kamu harus mengunjungi Ibu. Dia tidaic angkat telpon. Pasti ada masalah! obligation vs 
certainty realised by modal of obligations vs adverbial/ modal adjunct of certainty) 

Tidak mungkin benar! Kanzu tidak boleh berbohong begitu! (possibility vs permission 
realised by adverbial/adjunct of possiblity vs modal of permission) 

Pasti buku ada di rak buku, saya leta/ckanya di sana ladE. Sebaiknya /seharusnya /camu can 
sekai lagi! (probability vs obligation, adverbial of likelihhod vs modal verb) 

Mungkin makanannya cukup unluk lanni. Kalau mau bawa pulang temanmu sebaiknya 
beritahu Ibu lebih dulit!! (possibility vs obligation, adverbial/modal adjunct vs modal) 

"Must" can convey either certainty OR obligation in English sentences, whereas, as we 
have seen above, those meanings are realised in BI by pasti vs harus/seharusnya From an 
ESB viewpoint there are multiple meanings for the same item, but from a BI perspective these 
two meanings are realised by different items and not confusable. 
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EXERCISE 4.4 

1 Construct Indonesian examples of. 

The General condition: Kalau dipanaskan, es akan mencair 

First conditional .Ka/au ado hujan saya akan bawapayung 

Second conditional Seandainya suami saya lidak set/a, saya akan menceraikan dia 

Third conditional Seandainya Saddam Hussein menninggal waktu itu, Iraq akan sangat 
berpeda sekarang 

2 The various conditionals in English are realised by choice of temporal and modal operators 
(eg will vs would, could vs could have) Since tense is not a grammatical resource of the 
Indonesian verb system , there is no difference between verb constructions which express 
general, first, second or third conditional. 

In each case in Indonesian akan indicates the aspect of the process (ie as an unrealised 
anticipated or hypothetical potential) Time phrases/context locate the process in time and 
clarify whether a specualtion about condition/outcome relates to events which are located in 
real, future time and still possible to realise OR whether it relates to hypothetical events 
located in imaginary past time which are now longer possible to realise." 

This may be opaque to learners if they think about akan as indicating future time. Tense is an 
unhelpful grammatical concept here. It is more helpful to think of akan as a way of talking 
about hypotheses rather than time -ie as a way refering to anticipated/imagined but 
unrealised potential 
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SECTION 5 VERBS 

EXERCISE 5. Transitive vs intransitive 

1. For each of the following verbs consider whether it may be used transitively, intransitively 
or both (ie without changing the meaning) 

verb intransitive transitive both tr and intr. 
run he runs he runs the engine x 

lari menjalankan  
wash he washes daily wash the baby x 

mandi meniandikan 
stop the bus stopped stop the bus x 

berhenti menghentikan  

finish When will this film finish (=conclude) a x 
finish? berahkir speech. mengakhini  

move we will move away move the chair x 
pindah pindahkan  

increase the debt is you have increased x 
increasing daily the debt 

bertanzbah menambahkan 
measure the room measures measure the x 

4m x 4m doorway 
berukuran mengukur  

break the cup broke she broke the cup x 
(ber)pecah belah memecahkan 

The salient difference is that all the BI equivalents require a different form of the verb or a 
different verb to realise the transitie/intransitive contrast 

Not in general. A very small number of English verbs have transitive and intransitive forms 
eg 

"They raised my wages /The basic wage rose." 
"She lay on the bed! She laid her dress down on the bed" 

In English verbs are inflected to show person, number, tense ,aspect In Indonesian verb 
inflections show contrasts of active vs passive and transitive vs intransitive. 

 
The gun was discharged The bomb was exploded. 
Possible (but may change the meaning, depending on context) because the verbs refer to 
processes which can logically involve more than one participant* 
*The  water was flowed * Theory sun was shone. 
Not possible, because there is only one participant involved in these processes of flowing 
(water) and shining(sun) 
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In English clauses expressed in the middle voice (ie with only one participant) may also be 
capable of expression with two participants, and in the Halliday's (1985) terms this reflects 
the ergative pattern of the clause organisation. Look at the following analyses 

Someone ignited the fuel 
Someone discharged the gun 

ergative agent processmedium 
The fuel ignited 
The gun discharged 

non-ergative medium process 

Note that in English it is the clause organisation which brings about causation and extension 
of the process from the agent to the medium and that there are no morphological changes to 
distinguish the verb in ergative-non/ergative pairs (i.e. cf example above ignited/ignited, 
discharged/discharged). In comparable Indonesian examples morphological differences (eg. 
ber vs me-, or me- vs me-kan) often mark the difference between ergative/non-ergative 
counterparts. 

Ta/a Bahasa classifies verbs into three types perbuatan, proses & keadaan Those which occur 
in the middle voice as in the examples above express the meaning of a process rather than an 
action and are probed by asking the question "What happened to the subject rather than 
"What did the subject do ?" or "What are the attributes of the subject?" eg.. Born meledak vs 
Pencuri lari vs Laporannya merupakan ben/uk tak resmi 

EXERCISE 5.2 

Passive vs active 

In academic and scientific writing, in political speeches, when the agent is unknown or 
irrelevent ("The house was robbed" "The Great Wall was built to repel invaders") 

In academic and scientific English the passive is much more common than in informal 
speech, as it allows the writer to foreground what was done rather than who did it. Passive 
constructions tend to eliminate identifiable human actors and thus help create the impersonal 
tone and ring of objectivity which is valued in academic discourse. The passive voice is not 
so common in informal conversation where speakers are often more interested in identifying 
the authorship of opinions, feelings and actions. 

One social purpose served by the passive is to obscure who did what which can help people 
disown responsibility for their actions and thus to avoid taking the blame or credit. 

Object focus allows the topic to be mentionned first as the subject of successive sentences. 
In order to occupy the first position in the sentence the topic must become the grammatical 
subject of the verb even although it is may not be the actor performing the process described 
in the verb. This helps build cohesion in a text. 
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Textual themes Topical themes (Topic) Rheme (Comment) 
Perde batan di parlenien dirnenangkanoleh golongan 
Belanda liberal 
Sislern Taman paksa dinyatakan dihapus 

Akan tetapi dalarn praktek penghapusannya di la ks au a ka in sec a r a 
bertahap .............sania sekali 

5. Comment on the validity of the following statements and illustrate where relevant with 
authentic examples.( If you feel you have insufficient evidence to reach a conclusion 
comment on what genres of speech or writing you lack exposure to). 
• This is a valid comment but probably reflects only part of the issue (see 1.3 below) 
• Not so, at least not to the extent that is true in English, cf 1.3 below 
• McGinn makes a strong case for this and theme-rheme analysis of authentic texts tends to 

bear this out 

EXERCISE 5.3 

Finite verus non-finite 

How is the finiteness of a process expressed in Indonesian verbals? Choose the option that 
best describes the situation 
d/ all of the above 

Turn the sentences below into the corresponding question or statement. 
Mereka hams bekerja dan mendapat upah sesuai dengan kontrak 
Apa pada urnumya rakyat nienderita kemiskinan 
Apa rasa tidakpuas terhadap kerajaan Yogyakarta dirasakan oleh bergai golongan 
Boleh dikatakan bahwapendapat kami berbeda. 
Sudahkah saya sebut nomor pasainya/ Apa saya sudah sebut......... 
Masihkah k/ta i/hat kekacanan yang dibuat orang dalani pernaka/an kata penjabat dan 
pejabat.? 
Pak beluni makan 
Dia ada berteriak-temiak (ic/api tidak ada yang datang mernolong) emphatic. eg "Did he yell? 
He did yell and yell" 
Harus saya rnengganhi buku yang h/lang itzi?? Apa saya hanus rnengganhi 
Apa Ibu ,nasih tidur/ Masihkah Ibu fidur/Masih tidurkah Ibu? 
Paka/an anda rapi 
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The examples above do not exhaust all the grammatically acceptable possibilities. The 
choices for forming questions in Indonesian include use of the question word apa,the 
statement spoken with a rising intonation, adding -kah to the lexical item which is the 
particular focus of inquiry, and inverting the word order in case of subject/root verb, 
subject/mood or polarity adjunct, subject/modal verb, subject/predicate adjective. These 
options in the mood system allow the speaker to frame questions with different emphases. 
Ada can be used emphatically in a similar way to the English auxiliary "do"? 

Do finite elements in the BI mood system play the same role in questions forms as finite 
operators in English question forms? The table below compares finite elements in BI with 
English finite operators (temporal and modal). 

Indonesian English 
grammatical class? mostly adjuncts mostly verbals 
inflected for tense? no yes 
subject inversion in Q? sometimes yes 
always present in question 
form?  

no yes 

in tag questions? no yes 

No, there is only one question tag in Indonesian- bukan. 

In English infinitives may be plain "he will go", or preceded by "to" "he wants 
to go". In an English verb phrase it is the finite operator (auxiliary or modal verb) which 
agrees with the subject in person/number and indicates tense. Since BI verbs are not inflected 
for person, number or tense and the finite element is often fused with the lexical verb, this 
distinction between finite and non-finite forms cannot be made on the basis of form, but only 
on the basis of the function of the word in the clause. 

Some older course books say that the infinitive in Indonesian consists of untuk + verb 
Another way of saying this is that untuk introduces non-finite verbal clauses eg 
Dia mernutuskan untuk tidak menerima beasiswa I/u (complement). 
(Un/uk) mencari buah yang sudah matang haruspandaipi/ih. (nominal clause-subject) 
Ta/i dipanggil untuk nzenolong kakaknya (complement) C/f Sneddon 1996:294) 

To create meanings in Indonesian ESB speakers will be hindered if they try to fill sentence 
slots with the same form (eg non-finite verb forms) which would be found in English sentence 
of equivalent meaning. It is better to approach lexicogrammatical choices from the point of 
view of the function an item/phrase performs in constructing the meaning of the sentence 

For example where an -ing form is acting English as a the head of nominal group, an abstract 
noun will often fill the same slot in an Indonesian translation. eg  "Resisting Dutch 
Colonialism" Perlawanan terhadap Kolonialisme Belanda. 
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EXERCISE 5.4.1 

Morphology : Awalan dan akhiran 
English morphology often but not always reflects the grammatical class of a word, as is 

clear from the table below. Note that some categories are contrasted more consistently than 
others - for example adverbs are consistently differentiated from adjectives by the -IV suffix, 
whereas nouns frequently become verbs and vice versa without any change. However when 
a the root word is an adjective a change in form is almost invariably required for a change in 
grammatical category. 

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb 
love love loving,beloved lovingly 
behaviour behave behavioural behaviourally 
activity act/activate active actively 
speed speed speedy speedily 
food feed food (eg food 

additives)  
depression depress depressing depressingly 
swim swim swimming (eg. 

swimming lesson)  

swimmingly 

increase 
depth 

increase 
deepen 

increased 
deep 

increasingly 
I  deeply 

Indonesian words typically require morphological change to change grammatical category. 
Notable exceptions are root verbs used without me- or ber- prefixes, (eg i/hat vs mel/hat, 
dengar vs mendengar, kena vs nlengenai, buat vs berbuat ) common in informal speech and 
ubiquitous amongst those with a poor grasp of tata bahasa baku (including many foreign 
speakers of BI whose language has fossilised at a very basic level of communicative 
competence). Adverbs and adjectives are not distinguished by word form 

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb 
cinta mencintal tercinta dengan cijita 
kelakuan melakukan laku - 

kegiatan berg/at, menggiat giat dengan giat 
kecepatan mencepat,memperce 

patkan  

cepat dengan cepat 

makanan makan makan - 

rencana menekankan berencana 
kekurangan 
daiamnya 

berkurang 
memperdalam 
niendalam 

kurang 
dalam 

kurang 
dalam 
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Morphology usually, but not always reflects whether the root word is a noun, adjective, 
verb or adverb. This is true to some extent ,although not the same extent, in English. What is 
most striking is that by comparison Indonesian has far fewer affixes , used more consistently, 
than English 
General comment : Even though sometimes (as in -ify verbs formed from a noun stem) 
morphemes on the English verb form may give some indication about whether a verb is 
transitive or intransitive, this is not usually the case. In general markers on the verb in English 
indicate tense or person, rather than voice or ergativity. In English it is the construction of the 
clause rather than changes to the form of the verb which signal transitive/intransitive, 
active/passive , ergative/non-ergative contrasts. The form of the English verb does not 
typically indicate what kind of process the verb realises (material, relational, existential) nor 
imply restrictions on the types of participants it may take as direct or indirect objects ie. goal, 
range, beneficiary. However in Indonesian these are all matters of morphology. 

Gap-fill exercise. Verb morphology 

• A noun can be made into a intransitive verb realising a relational or existential process 
with the ber- prefix eg bermata hjau, berambul h/tam, beranak, berumur 

• An adjective can be made into an intransitive verb realising a material process by the prefix 
ber- eg berakhir, berkurang, bertambah 

• from the same root word ber- forms are usually intranstive while the corresponding me-
form is transitive eg. ber/aiih practice/train,melatih practice/ train s.o me/at/h muridpikir 

• an intransitive base word verb can be made transitive with me-kan eg. masuk/memasukkan, 
jatuh/menjatukan, bangun/ menbangukan 

• Me-i and me-kan words from the same root often contrast the benefactive vs causative 
relationship with its objects of the action implied in the root verb eg. Dia menghadiahi 
isteri =He gave his wife a gfi./Dia menghadiahkan isteri = He gave his wife away as a gift 

• me- vs me-kan verbs from same root can distinguish volitional processes from volitional 
behavioural processes such as. mendengar "hear" vs, mengdengarkan, "listen". 

• me-kan verbs may take beneficiaries as indirect objects not introduced by a preposition in 
contrast with the comparable me- form which take goals and ranges as direct objects Dia 
membe/i baju baru, Dia membe/ikan saya baju baru. 

• me-kan vs me-i verbs from the same root are often distinguished by the fact that me-kan 
forms take goals as their direct objects while me-i verbs take ranges eg. menaikkan 
bendera, menaiki gunung. 
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• the passive or object focus is formed with di- and other personal pronoun 
con structi ons/prefix es. In the case of first and second person passive constructions the 
pronoun is not a bound morpheme, as is di (short for dia) and is written as a separate word 
but behaves as though it were bound as no other grammatical element may come between 
the actor and the verb in the object focus construction. ie. Buku yang paling saya suka/ 
Buku yang saya paling suka*,  Nasi be/urn ibu rnasak/ Nasi Ibu be/urn rnasak*  Note that 
while the di construction was traditionally termed "passive", there is a fundamental 
difference between Indonesian and English in that arguably the 'active' sentence cannot 
be regarded as the basic BI form from which the passive derives. (Dune 1991) The term 
object focus is often preferred. 

• ter- prefix foregrounds the resulting state of a process which is performed by an agent who 
is unknown , irrelevant or performs the action involuntarily eg. surat tersebut di atas- the 
letter mentioned above, suarnya tidak terdengar - her voice could not be heard, dia 
terkejut, he was startled . Dia terminum air ko/arn renang, He accidentally swallowed pool 
water, Saya tertidur I fell asleep. perasaan/pencernaan terganggu= upset 
feel i ngs/digesti on 

Of Sneddon 1996 "Verbal Clauses" pp  239-245 which should help with further 
understandings relevant to this exercise 

EXERCISE 5.4.2 
1-2 No answers provided. Look back at your answers. Do any of these represent insights 
which would be illuminating to a learner? 
4. There is no definitive answer here, and your teaching approach will relate to your thinking 
about SLA. Arguably , some learners could benefit from explicit grammatical explanations 
since a/ it is difficult under classroom condition to provide sufficient range of 
"comprehensible input" for student to induce the patterns b/ not all learners are sensitive 
enough to regularities to readily induce patterns and rules The teaching implications are 

for those who do not hold with explicit grammatical explanations- learners need to be 
exposed to carefully selected "comprehensible" input which will reveal the patterns of 
usage and meanings in context 
for those who believe explicit grammatical explanations are helpful, and that learners can 
draw on what they know about LI to aid learning. Helpful explanations should 

• make clear (in context) the grammatical contrasts which are marked on the Indonesian 
verb 

• dispel learners' misapprehensions that Indonesian verb inflections mark any of the same 
contrasts marked on the English verb (tense, number, person) 

5. It is significant that White (1990) comments on the early introduction of the object focus 
and reflects the fact that in older Indonesian course books which presented language 
structures in presumed order of grammatical difficulty object focus appeared late, yet it is 
ubiquitous in spoken Indonesian. This is a recommendation of the course to the extent that 
you agree that the use of typical conversational forms from the very outset should better 
prepare students to produce and understand authentic communicative events in natural 
contexts. There is also the interesting, although controversial, argument that since more 
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complex grammatical forms presuppose simpler "kernel" sentences if more "difficult' forms 
are taught first students will automatically induce the 'simpler' ones. (c/fCook 1993; Pinker 
1994) 

SECTION 6 

PARTICIPANTS 

5.1 Pronoun subjects 

There is no equivalent grammatical requirement for all BI clauses to have a subject , and 
omission of pronoun subjects occurs in B! because 

al BI does not need dummy subjects for existential and relational processes eg 

Ada hujan besar. It is raining heavily 
Tidak usah bersihkan kamar saya. It is not necessary to clean my room 
Ada sisa? Are there any leftovers? 

b/ There are no personal pronouns for non-human noun subjects in BI. When the subject of a 
sentence/clause is a previously mentionned non-human actor it cannot be refered to with dia 
or mereka therefore it is often omitted to avoid repeating the noun, which would be 
stylistically poor. For example 

The fish cakes may be kept for up to 10 days if they are stored in the frig. 
Perkedel ikan boleh disimpan kurang /ebih sepuluh harE 1w/au disimpan di ku/kas 

My thesis is ready to be bound. It must be bound in hardcover 
Skripsi saya slap di/id. Harus djiiid tebal 

2. Subject ellipsis 

In B! the subject of a subordinate clause may be ellipsed, regardless of the order of main 
clause and subordinate clause 

Mana Agus? 
Karena cape tidur/ Tidur karena cape. 

In Indonesian is it usually acceptable to omit any sentence element which is redundant or 
retrievable from context. (c/f Sneddon 1996: p  366 ff)The obvious example of ellipsis which 
is much the same as in English is question/answer or statement/comment ( eg Bapak sudah 
makan?/ Be/urn! Saya sering ke sana/ Saya juga.) The ellipsis of repeated lexical verbs 
parallels English ( such as Saya sudah tamat dia belurn/"I've already graduated he hasn't" the 
finite element belum/"hasn't" stands for the whole of the lexical verb) whereas although the 
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Ellipsis of sentence elements when contrast or addition is implied is also much more comon in 
BI than in English. Contrast: Mau tidaic mau, harus . Harus cepal lidak dapal . Where it is 
clear that two things are in contrast alau is frequently omitted in speech. Addition :Agus 
Nanang lidak mau. Isteri anak tidak ikul. 

Helps to build cohesion and coherence. The main idea is stated in the topic sentence (first 
sentence) and is hat Indonesia consists of many islands. Keeping the topic as subject allows 
the writer to focus on the purpose of the text which is to break the category of islands into 
increasingly specified categories (all the islands, named , unnamed, inhabited, uninhabited) 
and quantify them. The resulting sentence structure may seem strange to an ESB learner but 
it serves the text's purpose admirably well. 

EXERCISE 6.2 REFERING TO PARTICIPANTS 

Exercise 6.2. 1 -nya and ilu as deictics 

i/u can only be used to refer to things previously mentioned, whereas -nya can be used on 
first mention where the participant is implied in context ( cf Sneddon 1996: for more 
extensive explanations and examples) 

Begilu kila masuk ke restoran, pe/ayannJa langsung bawa daftar makanan. (Waitress is 
implied in the context of restaurant) Kebelulan pelayan i/u adalah bekaspacar Didi.(This is a 
specific waitress we are discussing now, the one just mentioned) 

Solo ayanz yang bisa kita be/i di jalan memang enak, Ic/api solo ayam ilu (2nd mention) 
mungkin lidak bagus un/uk kesehatan kila, lebih-/ebih ka/au warungnya kurang 
bersih.(Eating at the side of the street implies warung or kaki lima) 

In these sentences the possessor of the noun marked by -nya is placed at the front of the 
clause, marking that participant as the topic although it is not the subject of the verb. The 
same emphasis ( eg to mark contrasts) can be achieved in English with marked themes like 
"as for ...." but will often be achieved in speech by highlighting the topic with via stress and 
intonation 
Gajipegawai ma/as i/u dipolong Pegawai ma/as i/u, gajinya dipolong 
The wages of that lazy official will be docked As for that lazy official, his wages will be 

docked 

Kela/cuan An/o sanga/ memuaskan Ka/au Anlo, ke/akuannya sangal menzuaskan 
Anto's behaviour is very satisfactory As for Anto, his behaviour is very good 
(C/f Sneddon 1996:3.88 for more detailed explanation of topic-comment structures) 
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EXERCISE 6.2.2 

Relative clauses 

Relative clauses add information about a noun. 
A defining relative clause is one 
• which adds essential information 
• which cannot be deleted without destroying the meaning of the whole sentence 
• whose subject is typically the head noun of the main clause 

"Milk which has not been pasteurised can cause disease" defining 
"Milk, which I detest, is an important source of calcium". non-defining 
In English non-defining relative clauses are usually enclosed by commas 

Differences between Indonesian and English regarding relative clauses 

Indonesian English 
relative pronoun yang who, which, that, whose, 

where 

subject of main clause compulsory optional 
optional EEI = subject of relative clause compulsory 

Because the subject of a relative clause in BI must be the same as the subject of the main 
clause this means that the verb in the relative clause must become passive if there actor 
changes . This is quite different in English and causes some confusions for ESB learners 

Baju yang di bu at lu/cong jahit tic/ok cocok 
The dress (which) the dressmaker made does not suit 

Teman yang saya tunggu be/urn datang 
The friend (who) I am waiting for is not here yet 

(c/f Sneddon 1996:3.98 ff ) 
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SECTION 7 

TEACHING ALONG THE CULTURAL FAULT LINE, INFORMATION 
FOCUS AND HORIvIAT 

What follow has the status of opinion not "correct answer" 
Might the implications of a speaker avoiding foregrounding the first person pronoun as the 

topic of the sentence include the need to down play individuality which could be divisive in a 
collectivist society where group solidarity is a paramount value? If so, in Kramsch's terms a 
foreigner's persistence in foregrounding the agent as subject where a native-speaker of BI 
would choose object focus may reflect a failure to fully enter into the "cultural imagination" 
of Indonesia 

Learners do not need to be faced with the whole complexity of the second person address 
system at the first lesson. However, it is probably better to teach the appropriate usage in 
authentic contexts from the beginning. This could include the use of kaniu between 
classmates, and from teacher to students but Ibu/Pak to the teacher, as well as 
explanations/modelling of appropriate terms of address to strangers, elders etc 

SECTION 8 

FUNCTIONS AND NOTIONS 
The underlined words on page 31 are notions 

Exercise 8.1 Functions 

ordering scolding begging reminding 
inviting persuading advising insisting 
requesting permitting recommending suggesting 
warning compelling intending approving 
threatening inviting protesting apologising 

1. Look at this utterance "Antri, dong!" 
and decide how many of the functions listed above it can realise in each of the following 
contexts 
a/ a bank teller to queue-jumper ordering and scolding ( rather rude) 
b/ a school teacher to a stragglers. ordering, scolding, compelling 
c/ a sticker on the rear windscreen, reminding, insisting, warning, threatening 
d/ a smaller child to a bigger child protesting, requesting (aggravated request!) 
e/ a bigger child to a smaller child scolding, insisting, threatening 
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2.How could you re-phrase this utterance to perform other functions? 

Function requesting compliance with a procedure 
for the common good 

Exponent Mohon antri 
Context a sign prominently displayed on tellers' 

counter in a busy bank 

Function informing 
Utterance Silahkan antri di sini Bu 
Context security guard says this to a customer who 

seems confused about where to go 

Function urging, beseeching 
Utterance Antri di sini, deh? 
Context Husband says this to encourage his 

impatient wife who is ready to abandon a 
sales transaction because the queue is too 
long. 

3. Silakan, mm/a, tolong, coba are not exponents of the same function. Silakan should be 
taught in a lesson about offering/inviting and the others in a lesson about making 
requests/softening commands. If they are presented together at any stage the different 
functions should be made clear in context 

4 
requesting compliance with a procedure 
requesting assistance 
requesting cooperation 
inviting 
requiring-polite order 
demanding- abrupt order 
inviting and informing 
requesting permission 
asking for service 
apologising 
demanding, friendly, informal 
forbidding-politely 
asking for something to be done on one's behalf 
inviting 
complaining; requesting a change in another's annoying behaviour- friendly, informal 
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What linguistic exponents would you present together to teach 
jangan, dilarang, inelarang tidak hoich, jangan sanipal, jangan biarkan etc 
perinissi, ma 'aj bole/i saya tanya etc 
Iebi/i balk, sebaiknya, mohon and other polite imperative forms 
lebih balk, deh (informal) 
kalau lidak saiah, selau saya 
him/a lolong, ma 'afnienganggu .kalau tidak keberatan 

Si/a and harap help realise the function of requesting . There are interesting differences in 
vocabulaiy and usage for instance puan/anda sila/harus,n,akiumkan /n,emberitahu and the 
structure of the subordinate clause. 

 
a] urging agreement 
b/ reprimanding. the implication is that you should not need to be told? 
c/interrogative article, sometimes exasperated. asMana, sih?! I Where is it? 
d/ expresses surprise or annoyance, "How come?" 
e/ expresses concession, Senakal-nakal Bambang, to/i dia aiiak kami. "Naughty as Bambang 
is he is our son after all/nonetheless" 
f/minimal encouragers which let the speaker know the listener is tuned in ,especially in 
situation like telephone conversation like uhuh ... or mmm in English 
g/ Softens or mitigates a request/command, said with rising intonation like a question. Jangan 
terlam bat, ya? 
h/ Accepting an explanation 
i/ Asking for an explanation, often with irritation 
j/ emphatically agreeing with someone 
k/ Expresses surprise with a rising intonation Loh! Kok masih sepi? and emphasises or 
reiterates intent with a falling tone Saya serius,' 57i! 
1/' Short for bukan . Seeking agreement. If sprinkled in among a string of propositions the 
speaker is inviting support by implying that the statement is not categorical but only true if the 
listener agrees 

EXERCISE 8.2. Notions 
1.All these express the aspects of the notion of duration 

2. Sequence 
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In English the notions of time duration and time sequence may be realised either by tenses 
marked on the verb alone or in interaction with other linguistic exponents (such as adjuncts of 
temporality and circumstances of time ) In Indonesian the notions of sequence and duration 
are realised by temporal and modal adjuncts/adverbs of frequency and duration. 

 
Don't be like that! Manner Jangan begitu! 
He ate so much that he felt ill Result dia makan sehingga sakit 
It's not the same thingComparison Tidak sama! 
It's not only because she was pretty that he loved her, but also because she was clever. 
Reason Bukan hanya karena cantik. ..... fe/api juga karena pin/ar 
He cut with a knife Instrument denganpisau 
As soon as the house is built they will marry Time-synchronicity Begitu rumah selesai 
mereka akan menikah 
How lovely your house is! Intensity/degree Begitu bagus runiahnya! 

This should have generated a good pattern bank. Learners can confuse supaya/sehingga if 
they are presented together in a way that could lead to the misapprehension that they are 
exponents of the same notion. Students may not automatically realise that begitu can used for 
time, manner and intensity/degree 

 
• duration (se/ama, semenjak, sampai, sambil, sedangkan, sedang) 
• reason ( sebab, karena) 
• correlation of events (seniakin .............. .eniakin etc) 
• ownership (noun + possessor, either a pronoun or a name; menpunyai, milik) 
• result ( dia begitu nakal sehingga harus dipukuli guru, jangan makan sampai dapat kult 

durian) 
• intention (supaya, agar) 

SECTION 9 STRESS AND INTONATION 
Exercise 9.1 
1-3 Native speakers of Indonesian may use High Key to mark points in the conversation 
which are contrary to expectations of listeners by selecting among the options of key, tone and 
prominence However they are at least equally likely to express the distinction with an 
options from the lexico-grammatical system (c/f 4 below) As far as I am aware there is no 
published research findings to support firm conclusions in this regard, but my impressions are 
that clause organisation is often preferred to intonation ( or intonation alone) to highlight 
words since in Indonesian grammar it is easy to make the topic prominent (c/f the 
commentaries on 5.2.4 and 6.2.1.2 above, also the definition of object focus in 1.2 above). It 
is also possible to highlight the word in the sentence which is being queried with the question 
particle -kah. It would be logical to assume that the availability of these grammatical 
resources in BI means that intonation need not be used as extensively for highlighting as it is 
in English. 
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ESB speakers of BI tend to reproduce English patterns of intonation in BI, with resulting non-
native prosody. Prosodic elements of speech are notoriously hard to master and usually 
betray that a fluent speaker is not a native-speaker even when other aspects of grammatical 
and phonological control are prefect. Observing and imitating what native speakers do is the 
safest course. Awareness that Li and L2 use the resource of intonation differently to create 
meaning may also be useful in avoiding producing markedly non-native Indonesian intonation 

4. Probably a valid comment. BI uses prominence tone and key to highlight and contrast 
meanings, however speakers may also choose to reorganise the information focus of the 
sentence by grammatical means with little or no resort to intonation, as discussed above. For 
example. look at the following examples of dialogue where meaning is queried by the listener 
Utterance Query-Did you say Clarification 
Tati's very pretty Titi's very pretty? No, Tati's very pretty 
Tati ' s very pretty Tati's pretty is she? No, Tati's very pretty 
Tati's very pretty Tati's very petty? No, Tati's very pretty 

It would be more typical in BI to respond to similar queries by changing the word order or 
clause organisation to topicalise the queried word rather than merely to stress it. Options for 
resolving ambiguity about the proposition Tati canlik se/call include 
Implied query Clarification 
Siapa yang canlik Till alan Tall? Tall yang canlik sekali/ Yang cantik Tall 
Apa Tall benar-benar cantik? Can/i/c se/ca/i Tali/ Bukan main cantiknya 

Exercise 9.2 
1. It is interesting to look at the relevant research literature for EFL, if for no other reason than 
to become more aware of just how complex and difficult a task it is to master the prosodic 
elements of a foreign language. Foreign learners of English (including teachers who are non-
native speakers) often misunderstand the overall discourse functions of prominence, tone and 
pitch and hence misuse these features. Is there any reason to suppose the same pitfall does not 
exist for foreign learners of Bahasa Indonesia? (c/f McCarthy 1991 88ff) 
There are a number of English patterns which could be unthinkingly transferred to BI. For 
example 
• English is often said to be a stress-timed language - that is the time taken to say an 

utterance is determined by the number of stressed syllables. Indonesian is a syllable-timed 
language and the time taken to say an utterance will depend on the number of syllables. In 
Indonesian as in English stress and intonation reflect the structure of the discourse and the 
unfolding interaction between speaker and listener, in ways which cannot be described 
simply and which it is not helpful to describe simplistically. Nonetheless it is claimed in 
some teaching texts that the syllables in a word and the words in sentences are stressed 
more evenly in BI than in English.(c/f Johns, 1990, Book 1 Chapter 1). This is probably a 
fair claim. However, it must be noted that the work has not been done for Indonesian 
which would support a description of how intonation reflects and helps construct the 
pattern of discourse. 

• In English the unmarked (= most usual) pattern is to stress key words - usually content 
words (eg. nouns and lexical verbs) rather than grammatical function words (eg. 
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auxiliaries , conjunctions, prepositions). Unstressed "grammatical" words are often 
contracted or elided, especially auxiliaries (except when negative or interrogative) 
lie 's beeii vs He /iasn '1 beeiz 
lie 'd/zai'e doize that i's Wouldyou have doize that? 

• ould you 'i'e doize that? ibis may lead ESB learners to transfer a similar practice of 
conti actions, elision and stress to BI when in fact it is not appropriate. 

• In English the neutral vowel // only occurs in unstressed syllables, in Indonesian it can 
also occur in stressed syllables. Echols and Shadily (1990) note that stress in Indonesian 
usually occurs on the penultimate syllable except when this contains iei in which case the 
fiiial syllable is stressed , for example they contrast Ieinafl'andainan. What about words 
like bener (colloquial for benai or seinenlara where two successive syllables both 
contain the neutral vowel? Certainly it would be wrong to assume that if an Indonesian 
syllable contains / / it will be unstressed as in English, or that spellings such as "er, or, 
ar, o, i, u" which may be realised as TI in unstressed syllables in Australian English may 
be similarly realised in BI. eg. consider the pronunciation of dokior, pr(?t?ssor, 
tIacL'sional, nasional vs "doctor, professor, national, traditional". c/f Karnus Indonesia-
lnggris:Introduction p xv ff, Echols and Shadily 1990 

2. I-low accurate does L2 pronunciation have to be for communication to be effective? It is 
obvious from observation that NNS of English can be understood even when their foreign 
accent is very noticeable. How many people learn to speak a second language so well that 
their pronunciation is indistinguishable from a native-speaker's? Perfectly native-like 
pronunciation may be a desirable but unattainable goal, while comprehensible pronunciation 
is achievable. While the closest approach possible to native pronunciation is a worthy goal , if 
anxiety over pronunciation impedes practice which would develop fluency some rethinking of 
learning objectives is indicated. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Achieviiig mastery of Indonesian involves learning the options for realising meaning which 
exist in that language. This implies a thorough-going appreciation of the systems of language 
choices and of how those choices are conditioned and constrained by the social situation and 
cultural context in which communication occurs. These exercises have attempted to increase 
awareness of selected systems of choices within Indonesian grammar, by asking the reader to 
analyse and contrast instances where the two languages offer very different options for 
realising similar meanings. If this explicit, analytical and cross-lingual approach to grammar 
is well-founded then the insights culled from exercises should have been illuminating to the 
reader. 
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